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Managed Portfolio Shares and to Permit Listing and Tradingof Shares of Three Issues of the 
Precidian ETF Trust II (Release No. 30-80553; File No. SR-NYSEArca-2017-36) 

Dear Mr. Fields: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above-referenced filing (Filing) by NYSE Area, 
Inc. (the Exchange) to permitthe listing andtrading of Managed Portfolio Shares andthe listing and 
trading of shares of three series (Funds) of the Precidian ETF Trust II (Trust).1 The Filing relates to a 
request2 bytheTrust and other parties for exemptive relief from various provisions ofthe Investment 
Company Actof 1940, asamended (Exemptive Application), anda registration statement filed3 bythe 
Trust on Form N-1Aunder the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (Registration Statement). Inthis 
letter,the Filing, Exemptive Application and Registration Statement aretreated as elements of a single 
proposal (Proposal) andthe various filing parties andtheiraffiliates are referred to asthe "Applicants." 
For a more complete description of the Proposal, pleaserefer to the Filing, Exemptive Application and 
Registration Statement. Unless otherwise noted, the capitalized terms used have the same meaningsas 
in those documents. Where the Filing, Exemptive Application and Registration Statement use different 
terminology or conflict, the Filing is followed unless otherwise noted. 

Asbackground, Iamthe authorofThe Exchange-Traded Funds Manual (Second Edition, Wiley, 2010) andnumerous other 
publications onexchange-traded products. Since 2003,1 have beenthe principal of aconsulting business nowoperating as 
ETF Consultants.com, inc. Imaintaina free website at www.etfconsultants.com foranyone interested in ETFs. Iwas 
previously Managing Director for ETF Product Developmentat Nuveen Investments and SeniorVice Presidentfor New Product 
Development at the American StockExchange. In 2005, Managed ETFs™ LLC (Managed ETFs), of whichIam a principal, filed 
an application for exemptive reliefto permitthe offering of certain actively managed exchange-traded funds(File No. 812
13228 (May 29,2005); no longer active). The intellectual property developed by Managed ETFs was subsequentlysoldto an 
affiliate of Eaton Vance Corp. (Eaton Vance) and forms much of the basis forNextShares'" exchange-traded managed funds 
(NextShares), forwhich the Commission granted exemptive relief in December2014and EatonVance launchedthe initial 
funds inthe first quarter of 2016. Eaton Vance staffassisted inthe preparation of thisletter. Because NextShares maybe 
competitive withthe Shares and becauseIhavea retained economic interest, myviewsmay be considered subjectto a 
conflict of interest. My commentsaremadeinthe public interest and, to the bestof my ability, arenot influenced byany 
conflict. 

2See File No. 812-14405 (May 2,2017). The third amended Exemptive Application filed on May 2,2017 replaces the second 
amended ExemptiveApplication under the same filenumber dated September 21,2015. 

3See File Nos. 333-217142 and 811-23246 (April 4, 2017). 



Summary of the Proposal 

Managed Portfolio Shares are a proposed new type of actively managed exchange-traded fund 
(ETF). Compared to actively managed ETFs as approved to date, the principal distinguishing features of 
Managed Portfolio Shares as currently proposed are: (a) restricting Fund investments primarily to long 
and short positions in U.S.-listed securities, shares issued by other U.S.-listed ETFs and short-term 
instruments; (b) publiclydisclosing portfolio holdings quarterly with a lag, rather than on a current daily 
basis; (c) limiting purchases and redemptions of Creation Units of Fund shares to transactions by or 
through Authorized Participants transacting on a blind basis through a brokerage account (Confidential 
Accounts) held with a bank, trust company or broker-dealer that has entered into a confidentiality 
agreement with the Fund (Trusted Agent); (d) prior to the commencement of trading each Business Day, 
providing each Trusted Agent with the names and quantities of the instruments constituting the 
Creation Basket and the holdings of the Fund used in determining the Fund's NAV for that day, which 
Trusted Agentscould trade infor the benefit of Authorized Participantsand Non-Authorized Participant 
Market Makers at their direction; (e) disseminating Verified Intraday Indicative Values (VIIVs) based on 
the bid-offermidpointof the Fund's current holdings at one-second intervals throughout the Exchange's 
Core Trading Session; and (f) relying on dissemination of VIIVs and transactions by Authorized 
Participants and Non-Authorized Participant Market Makers through Confidential Accounts, rather than 
daily holdings disclosures and transactions directly byAuthorized Participants and Non-Authorized 
Participant Market Makers, as the primary basisfor seeking to ensure Fund shares' secondary market 
trading efficiency. 

Each of the three initial Funds that the Filing seeks permission to list and trade would invest 
primarily in U.S. small-cap stocks with market capitalizations of $3 billion or less, and the Funds would 
not holdshort positions.4 

The Applicants assert that the proposed Managed Portfolio Shares would be "an enhanced ETF 
product"withadvantagesover actively managed mutualfunds that would include operating cost 
savings, improved tax efficiencyand providing investors with the ability to buy and sell Fundshares 
intraday ona national securities exchange.5 The Adviser represents that, unlike fully transparent ETFs, 
the proposed methodof operationof Managed Portfolio Shares "will preservethe integrity of the active 
investment strategy and eliminate the potential for "free riding" or "front-running"" of the Funds' 
portfolio trades.6 In thesecondary market trading ofFund shares, theApplicants assert thatthe 
proposed manner of trading "will not lead to significant deviations between the shares' Bid/Ask Price 
and NAV."7 

See Registration Statement at pages 2-9and33. The Exemptive Application and Registration Statement provide foran
 
additional five series of theTrust thatwould invest primarily in long and short positions inequitysecurities of various
 
descriptions.
 

See Exemptive Application at pages 27 and 6.
 

See Filingat page 46.
 

See Filingat page 43.
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Assessment of the Proposal 

I believe the Proposal has a number of fatal flaws that, individually and collectively, mandate its 
rejectionor withdrawal. Asdescribed below, the Proposal violatesfederal securities laws against insider 
trading and has other defects that (a) undermine the Proposal's objectives, (b) diminish or call into 
question the Proposal's purported benefits, and (c)expose Fund investors to potential harm. The 
Proposalfalls far short of meeting the statutory standard that approval is necessary or appropriate in 
the public interest and consistent with the protection of investors. In the pages below, Iaddress in 
detail the Proposal's many deficiencies and provide commentary on other considerations that the 
Commissionshould include in its evaluation of the Proposal. 

Applicants' Prior Proposals 

The Proposal isthe latest in a series of similarproposalssubmitted bythe Applicants for 
consideration bythe Commission over the past fouryears, none of which have been approved. On 
October24,2014, the Commission issuedan order disapproving the Exchange's requested rule change 
to permit the listing and trading of Managed Portfolio Shares as then proposed (Applicants' First 
Proposal).8 On November 14,2014, theCommission issued anorder granting theApplicants' request to 
withdraw the associated exemptive application,9 which followed the Commission's notice (Notice) that it 
preliminarily intended to denythe application.10 Cited extensively inthe Notice were commentletters 
opposing approvalof the Applicants' First Proposal that Isubmitted on March 18,201411 and June 23, 
2014." 

Shortly after the Commission's rejection of the Applicants' First Proposal, the Applicants 
submitted a new exemptive application describing a somewhat modified version ofthe sameconcept 
(Applicants' Second Proposal).13 On April 17,2015, theCommission staff responded by sending a letter 
to the Applicants (Staff Letter) concluding that the Applicants' Second Proposal "rather than addressing 
the fundamental concerns raised bythe Commission in the Notice, raisesnewsubstantiveregulatory 
issues," and, accordingly, that the staff "will recommend denial" to the Commission unless the 
Applicants withdraw or revise the proposal.14 

SeeSecurities Exchange Act Release No. 34-73424; File No. SR-NYSEArca-2014-10 (October 24,2014). 

See InvestmentCompany Act Release No.31336; File No. 812-14116 (November 14,2014). 

10 See Investment Company Act Release No. 31300; File No. 812-14116 (October 21,2014). The Commission preliminarily 
believes thatthe specific features proposed bythe Applicants thatwould cause the proposed ETFs to operate without 
transparency fall far short of providing asuitable alternative to thearbitrage activity inETF shares thatiscrucial to helping 
keepthe market price of current ETF shares atorclose to the NAV per share of the ETF. Accordingly, the Commission 
preliminarily believes that it isnot inthe public interest orconsistent withthe protection of investors orthe purposes fairly 
intended bythe policy andprovisions of the Actto grant the exemptive relief undersection 6(c) that the Applicants seek." 
(see Notice at page 12). 

Available at httos://www.sec.gov/comments/sr-nvsearca-2014-10/nvsearca201410-l.pdf. 

Available at https://www.sec.gov/comments/sr-nvsearca-2014-10/nvsearca201410-4.rjdf. 

13 See Precidian ETFs Trust, etal.. File No. 812-14405 (December 22,2014). 
Aredacted version of the StaffLetter obtained through a Freedom of Information Actrequestisavailable at
 
http://www.nextshares.com/reBulatorv-and-technical-documents.DhpWother structures.
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On January 27,2016, the Exchange submitted a request15 for a proposed rulechange to permit 
the listing and trading of Managed Portfolio Shares (and 15 series thereof) to operate as described in a 
revised exemptive application submittedon September 21,2015 (Applicants' Third Proposal).16 I 
submittedcommentletters opposing approval ofApplicants' Third Proposal on March 10,201617 and 
June 13,2016.18 On May 17,2016, the Commission issued an order19 (Order) instituting proceeding to 
determine whether to approve or disapprove the Exchange's rule change request. The Order included a 
series of questions regarding the Applicants' Third Proposal that commenters were invited to address. 
On July 8,2016, the Commission gave notice20 ofthe Exchange's withdrawal of itsrule change request. 

The current Proposal shares with its failed predecessors the objective to devise an actively 
managed ETF structure that provides a reliable mechanism for ensuring that Fund shares will trade 
consistently close to their current underlying value, protects the confidentiality of the Funds' current 
portfolio information to prevent front running and free riding,and, on an overall basis, demonstrates 
net investor benefits consistent with the 1940 Act requirement for exemptive relief that the requested 
relief is "necessary or appropriate in the public interest and consistent with the protection of 
investors."21 

Except for differences in the specific Funds proposed to be offered, the current Proposal is 
substantially identical to the Applicants' Third Proposal, for which the Exchange's prior rule change 
request was withdrawn last July. Noneof the concerns about the previousiteration raised last year by 
the Commission in the Order, and by me and other respondents in submitted comment letters, have 
been substantively addressed inthe Filing, Exemptive Application or Registration Statement. Reflecting 
the close parallels between the current Proposaland its most recent predecessor, and the Applicants' 
failure to address previously expressed concerns, the substance and language of this comment letter 
closelyfollow the comment letters Isubmitted last year. 

Selective Disclosure of Confidential Fund Information In Violation of Federal Securities Law 

The proposedselectivedisclosure of Fund portfolio holdings information to TrustedAgents 
trading on behalfof Confidential Accountholders conflicts with the purposes of the amendments to 
Form N-1A adopted bythe Commission in2004(Form N-1A Amendments) and applicable to ETFs and 
other open-endfundsto prevent insider trading relating to funds. In proposing the Form Nl-A 
Amendments, the Commission expressedconcernabout "the misuse of material, nonpublic information 
that mayoccurwhen [anopen-end] fund's portfolio holdings are selectively disclosed and professional 
traders are given the opportunity to use this information to their advantageto the detriment offund 

15 SeeRelease No. 34-77117; File No. SR-NYSEArca-2016-08.
 

16 See Precidian ETFs Trust, etal.. File No. 812-14405 (September 21, 2015).
 
17 Available at https://www.sec.gov/comments/sr-nvsearca-2016-08/nvsearca201608-2.pdf.
 

Available at https://www.sec.gov/comments/sr-nvsearca-2016-08/nvsearca201608-8.odf. 

19 See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 34-77845; File No. SR-NYSEArca-2016-08 (May 17,2016). 
20 See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 34-78261; File No. SR-NYSEArca-2016-08 (July 8, 2016). 

Section 6(c) of the 1940Act permitsthe Commission to exempt any person or transactions fromany provision of the 1940 
Actif such exemption isnecessary orappropriate inthe public interest andconsistent withthe protection of investors and 
the purposes fairly intended by the policy and provisions of the act. 



shareholders."22 In the release adopting theamendments, theCommission stated that "divulging 
nonpublicportfolio holdings to selected third parties is permissible only when the fund has legitimate 
business purposes for doingso and the recipients aresubject to a duty of confidentiality, including a 
dutynot to tradeon the nonpublic information [emphasis added]."23 

Inthe adopting release of the Form Nl-A Amendments, the Commission drew connections24 
between the obligations of open-end funds andtheiradvisers to protectconfidential portfolio holdings 
information and the selective disclosure and insidertradingrulesapplicable to publicly traded securities 
adopted bythe Commission in October 2000,25 including Rule 10b5-l. Rule 10b5-linterprets the 
antifraud provisions under Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule10b-5 generallyto prohibitthe 
trading of securities "on the basis of material nonpublic information "if the person making the purchase 
orsale wasaware of the material nonpublic information when the person made the purchase orsale."26 

The Proposal makes clear that the nonpublic portfolio holdings of the Funds would be provided 
each Business Day to Trusted Agentsfor the express purpose of enabling the Trusted Agents to trade on 
the nonpublic information on behalfof Authorized Participants and Non-Authorized Participant Market 
Makers holding Confidential Accounts. On its face, the proposed arrangementviolatesthe provisions of 
Rule 10b5-l and the purposes of the Nl-A Amendments. 

Inthe Staff Letter responding to the Applicants' Second Proposal, the Commission's staff 
expressed significant reservations regardingthe proposed private communication of confidential Fund 
information to support trading in the Fund's underlying holdings on behalfof Authorized Participants. 
As stated in the Staff Letter, "this disclosure would seem to run afoul of a foundational federal securities 

laws principle. The Commission hasconsistently opposed the selective disclosure of non-public material 
information, in particularwhere the recipients of such information could use it to trade for their own 
profit. Selectively disclosing information to trustees of the blind trusts for the benefit of Authorized 
Participants,but no others, and allowing the Authorized Participants to continuously trade on that 
selective information,constitutes a majordeparture from this long-standing principle. ... Moreover, as 
noted at length by the Commission in its Notice, section 22(d)and rule22c-l under the [1940] Act are 
designed to require that all fund shareholders be treated equitably when buying and selling fund shares. 
Applicants' proposal wouldcreateasymmetrybetween marketparticipants by providing confidential 
disclosures to the ETFs' Authorized Participants but no other market participants."27 

Althoughthe current Proposal (a) altersthe arrangementdescribed in the Applicants'Second 
Proposal through which Authorized Participants could, through an agent, trade using privately disclosed 
confidential Fund information and(b) expands the eligibility to participate insuchan arrangement to 

21 See Investment Company Act Release No. 26287 (December 11,2003).
 
23 See Investment Company Act Release No. 26418 (April 16,2004).
 
24 ibidat footnote 42.
 

25 See Investment Company Act Release No. 24599 (October 23,2000).
 
26SeehttP5://www.gpo.Bov/fdsvs/okg/CFR-2015-titlel7-vol4/xml/CFR-2015-titlel7-vol4-sec240-10bS-l.xml. Rule 10b5-l 

establishes a set of "affirmative defenses" against a person'spurchases or salesof securitiesbeingtreated as made "on the 
basis of material nonpublic information, the conditions of which wouldnot be met by the proposed trading in Fund 
securities by Trusted Agents on behalf of Confidential Account holders. 

27 See Staff Letter atpage 4-5. 



also include Non-Authorized Participant Market Makers and other arbitrageurs, the concernsexpressed 
in the Staff Letter are not resolved. 

In responding to the question addressing selective disclosure raised last year by the Commission 
staff in the Order,28 Daniel J. McCabe, CEO ofPrecidian Investments LLC, commented that the "useof 
trusted agents and executingbrokerdealers, isa commonpracticethat has been employedfor decades 
with nodeleterious effects on the capital markets. Mutual funds, closed-end funds, hedgefunds, ETFs 
and others, consistently rely upon brokerdealer agents actingas fiduciaries to execute trades on their 
behalf [emphasis added] and in a manner that ensures confidentiality."29 Mr. McCabe's response 
ignoresthe critical distinctionthat, in the proposed arrangement, Trusted Agentswould not trade based 
on material nonpublic Fund information for the accountof the subject Fund itself, as isconsistent with 
the common market practice of broker-dealers executing trades on behalf of clients based on a client's 
own confidential information. Instead, inthe Proposal, TrustedAgents wouldtrade based on material 
nonpublic Fund information onbehalfof other clients (i.e., Authorized Participants and other market 
participants holding Confidential Accounts), rather than for the Fund. That is insidertrading,plain and 
simple. 

The Confidential Accountarrangement that isat the core of the Proposalviolates foundational 
principles of federalsecurities lawopposing insider trading, the specific provisions of Rule 10b5-l and 
the purposes of the Form Nl-A Amendments adopted bythe Commission in 2004and applicable to all 
ETFs and other open-endfunds. Accordingly, the proposed Confidential Account arrangementshould be 
deemed illegal and the Proposal should not be approved. 

Background on ETF Trading 

Almost all ETFs offered inthe U.S. are regulated as open-end funds.30 Open-end funds normally 
are legally required, except under extraordinary circumstances, to redeem their shares on demand at 
the fund's next-determined NAV. As a condition forgrantingETF exemptiverelief, the Commission has 
consistently required assurance that a reliable mechanism exists to ensure that an ETF's investors will 
have the ongoingabilityto sell their shares at pricesthat closely approximate NAV. Sucha mechanism is 
deemed essential because ETFs, unlikeother open-end funds, do not issue or redeem their individual 
shares at NAV. Ingranting relieffrom section 22(d)of the 1940Actand rule 22c-l thereunder, the 
Commission relies upon assurance of a close tie between the pricesat which retail investors may 
transact inthe secondary market and the NAV at which Authorized Participants maydirectly purchase 
and redeem shares to makethe finding that the ETF's shareholders are being treated equitably. 

In the exemptive reliefgranted to date for actively managed ETFs, the Commission has required 
the ETFs to provide daily transparency of their portfolio holdings. This transparency gives market 
makers the ability to value the ETF portfolio on an intraday basis and to conduct the arbitrage trading 
that is required to keepthe market price of ETF sharesat or close to the fund's underlying value. 
Knowing an ETF's current portfolioholdings providesmarket makers with two pieces of information vital 

28 See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 34-77845; File No. SR-NYSEArca-2016-08 (May 17,2016) at page 19. 
Comment letter dated iune 13,2016 at page 4, available at https://www.sec.gov/comments/sr-nvsearca-2016
08/nvsearca2016O8-7.odf.
 

Ahandful of the earliest index ETFs werestructured asunitinvestment trusts, rather thanopen-end funds. All new ETFs 
introduced since2000, and all actively managed ETFs, arestructured asopen-end funds. 
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to effective arbitrage: first, the current value of the ETF's holdings, which tells the market maker 
whether potential arbitrage profits are available, either in buying shares below current value or selling 
shares above this value; and second, what market exposures the market maker should assume to offset 
the market risk it takes on when it goes long or short the ETF's shares. 

Market makers that enter into arbitrage positions in ETF shares and offsetting market exposures 
can unwind their ETF positions at NAV (plus or minus a transaction fee) by transacting with the ETF 
through an Authorized Participant to purchase or redeem Creation Units of shares. If a market maker 
has hedged its ETF share inventory by buying or selling the securities that constitute the ETF's current 
Creation Basket, the market maker can unwind its hedge, and lock in arbitrage profits, as it closes its ETF 
position by (a) depositing the Creation Basketsecurities to the ETF (to close a long positionin such 
securities) in a purchase of fund shares or (b) receiving Creation Basket securities from the ETF (to close 
a short position in such securities) in a redemption of fund shares. 

ETF market makers commonly employ transactions in a representative hedge portfolio, rather 
than tradingthe Creation Basketsecurities pro rata, to add or subtract offsetting market exposure as 
they build shortor long inventory positions in ETF shares through intraday trading. Transacting in a 
hedge portfolio may be easierto implement or more cost effective fora market maker than buyingor 
selling the Creation Basketsecurities. Moreover, for ETFs holding foreign securities that do not trade 
during U.S. markethours, it may not be possible for a marketmakerto hedge its ETF positions by 
simultaneouslytrading in the Creation Basketsecurities. For a market maker that uses trading in a 
hedge portfolio to offset changes in its ETF positions, the arbitrage profits it earns will fluctuate to the 
extent that the hedge portfolio deviates in performance from that of the ETF over their respective 
holding periods. A loosecorrespondence between the hedge portfolio andthe ETF's holdings means 
that arbitrage profits may be highly variable. The more uncertain the potentialto earn arbitrage profits, 
the more market makerswill seek to be compensated by trading the ETF with wide bid-ask spreadsand 
variable premiums/discounts to the ETF's underlyingvalue. 

The Current State of ETF Trading 

Awareness of the strengths andweaknesses of the current ETF trading regime hassignificantly 
advanced over the pasttwo years. In June 2015,the Commission issueda request for public comment 
on ETF trading and related topics (June 2015 Request for Comment on ETFs),31 which generated 40 
responses from a range of industry observers.32 Many of the responding letters, including myown, 
focused considerable attention on the poor trading efficiency of manyexisting ETFs and the lack of 
trading cost transparency across the ETF landscape. 

On August 24,2015, the U.S. equity markets and related futures markets experienced 
extraordinary price volatility, particularly inthe period surrounding the U.S. marketopen. Trading ina 
large number of U.S.-listed ETFs was severely disrupted, with many experiencing wideswings inintraday 
prices andtrading pauses triggered by the automatedhalts built intothe National Market System Plan 
to Address Extraordinary Market Volatility (commonly known asthe Limit Up-Limit Down, or"LULD," 

1See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 34-75165; File No. S7-11-15 (June 17, 2015) available at 
https://www.sec.gov/rules/other/2015/34-75165.Ddf 

Comment letters received available at https://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-ll-15/s71115.shtml. 
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Plan). Accordingto a research note issued by the Commission's Staff of the Office of Analyticsand 
Research inthe Division ofTrading and Markets (SEC StaffNote),33 ETFs and otherexchange-traded 
products investing primarilyin U.S. equities (U.S. Equity ETPs) were much more affected than other 
types of ETFs, with 41.9%of U.S. Equity ETPs experiencing at least one LULD halt and a mean intraday 
high-low tradingrangeof 19.2%. According to the SEC Staff Note, the most volatile 24 U.S. EquityETPs 
investing in large-capand mid-cap stocks experienced an average of 8.2 LULD halts and had a mean 
intraday high-low trading range of 42.8%. Any illusion that U.S. equity ETFs always trade smoothly and 
predictably was shattered that day. 

Inthe wake of the August 24, 2015 trading disruptions, multiple SEC Commissioners voiced 
concernsabout deficienciesin current ETF trading. Former Commissioner Luis Aguilar suggested in 
October 2015 that "itmaybetime to reexamine the entire ETF ecosystem."34 In February 2016, 
Commissioner Kara M. Stein calledfor a "holistic look" at ETFs and related products, their transparency 
and how they interact in the capital markets.35 

Last spring, The Journal of Portfolio Management published an article36 that Ico-authored with 
James Angeland Todd Broms, "ETF Transaction Costs AreOften Higher than Investors Realize" (Angel, 
Broms and Gastineau Paper). The article described the high tradingcosts that investors frequently pay 
to buy and sell ETFs and highlighted the significant, and often unrecognized,contribution to ETF trading 
costs of variations in premiums/discounts to NAV. 

Earlier thisyear, Financial Analysts Journal published an article37 byAnttiPetajisto describing the 
resultsof a comprehensive study of ETF tradingefficiencyover the 2008-2014 period,"Inefficiencies in 
the Pricing of Exchange-Traded Funds" (PetajistoStudy). The PetajistoStudy estimated the wealth 
transfer from less sophisticated individual investors to more sophisticated institutional investors in 
connection with ETF trading costsat almost$20 billion a year,38 morethan three times the annual 
operating costs of all ETFs combined as reflected in their total expense ratios. 

As identified in the Petajisto Study, the trading performance of ETFs varies widely across 
different types of funds and overtime, significantly influenced by the costs and risks market makers 
assume in connection with fund arbitrage. Attached as Exhibit 1 are summaries of two measures of the 
contribution of premiums/discounts to equity ETF investor trading costs forthe years2008to 2016.39 

Available at https://www.sec.gov/marketstructure/research/eQuitv market volatility, pdf. 

34 
Available at https://www.sec.gov/news/statement/how-can-markets-adapt-to-rapid-growth-etfs.html. 

35	 Available at https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/stein-sec-speaks-2016.html. Also see 
https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/stein-2015-remarks-harvard-law-school.html 

'	 Oftei36	 Angel,Angel, JJJ.,J., Broms,Broms, TJ.TJ. andand Gastineau,Gastineau, G.L.,G.L., 2016.2016. "ETF"ETF TransactionTransaction CostsCosts AreAre Often Higher than Investors Realize." Journal of 
iPortfolio Management. 42(3)55-65. Reprints available at dpalmeiri@iiiournals.com. 

Finam37 Petajisto,Petajisto, Anti,Anti, 2017.2017. "Inefficiencies"Inefficiencies inin thethe PricingPricing ofofExchange-TradedExchange-Traded Funds."Funds." Financial AnalystJournal. 73(1) 24-54. 
Available at https://www.cfainstitute.Org/learning/products/publications/fai/Pages/fai.v73.nl.7.aspx. 

38 ibid atpages 27. 

Thisand the accompanying Exhibit2 are based on an analysisperformed by the EatonVance Investment Analyticsand Risk 
Measurement Group,an earlierversion of which was included in the EatonVance response to the Commission's June 2015 
Request for Comment on ETFs, available at https://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-ll-15/s71115.shtml. The contribution of 
bid-askspreadsand applicable commissionsto ETF investortradingcosts isnot reflected in Exhibits 1 and 2. 
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Foreach category of equity ETFs as classified by Morningstar, Exhibit 1 shows the average of the 
absolute value of the daily closing premium/discount and the average volatility ofthe daily closing 
premium/discount as measured based on the relationshipbetween NAV and closing price for each ETF. 
The average of the absolute value of the daily closing premium/discount measures how far, on average, 
an ETF's closing price varies from NAV. The average volatility of the daily closing premium/discount is 
the average of the standard deviation of observed premium/discount values for each ETF. Exhibit 1 
separates index ETFs from actively managed ETFs and shows period averages for each ETF category 
based on (a) equally weighting all funds in the category (EW), (b) weighting funds based on their 
respective average net assets (AW) and (c) weighting funds based on their respective dollar trading 
volume (VW). 

As can be seen in Exhibit 1, the contribution of premiums/discounts to equity ETF trading costs 
varied significantly over different market environments and across different categories of funds, 
primarily reflecting differences in the costs and risksof ETF market making. The more efficient the 
arbitrage processfor a given ETF categoryin a given period, the lowerthe observed investor trading 
costs. At one extreme, in the generally benign market environment of 2014, investors in large-cap blend 
index ETFs (a category dominated by funds indexed to the S&P 500) experienced average (absolute 
value)closing premiums/discounts of 2 basispoints(bps)and average premium/discount volatilityof 3 
bps. At the other extreme, inthe challenging 2008 marketenvironment, investorsin numerous equity 
ETF categories experience average (absolute value) closing premiums/discounts and average 
premium/discount volatility of more than 100 bps. 

Althoughthe contributionof premiums/discountsto equity ETF trading costs hasdeclined from 
the highs of 2008, the study results for2016 (Ex. 1-1) indicate that economically significant trading costs 
remain ineffect for numerous ETF categories, including categories with large assets. As an example, in 
2016 investors indiversified emerging market equity index ETFs experienced average (absolute value) 
closing premiums/discounts of 51 bpsAWand 58 bpsVW, and average premium/discount volatility of 
63 bps AW and 73 bps VW. 

In support of the Proposal, the Applicants assert40 thatexisting ETFs whose holdings do not 
support low-risk arbitrage {e.g., due to differences in trading hours) generally tradeat acceptably tight 
bid-ask spreads andstable premiums/discounts. This isa key underpinning to the Applicants' argument 
that the Funds should be expected to tradeacceptably well, despite not disclosing their current 
holdings. Ascan be seen in Exhibit 1,equity index ETFs investing inmarkets whose trading hours do not 
correspond to U.S. market hours, in fact, generally trade at significantly higher coststhan U.S. equity 
index ETFs. 

40 
SeeFiling at pages 42-43. "(C)ertain existing ETFs with portfolios of foreign securities haveshowntheirability to trade 
efficiently inthe secondary market atapproximately theirNAV eventhough theydonot provide opportunities for riskless 
arbitrage transactions during much of the trading day. Such ETFs have been shown to have pricing characteristics very 
similar to ETFs thatcan bearbitraged inthis manner. For example, index-based ETFs containing securities thattrade during 
different trading hours thanthe ETF, suchas ETFs that hold Asian stocks, have demonstrated efficientpricing characteristics 
notwithstanding the inability of market professionals to engage in"riskless arbitrage" withrespectto the underlying 
portfolio for most,orevenall, of the U.S. trading daywhenAsian markets areclosed. Pricing for shares of suchETFs is 
efficient because market professionals arestill able to hedge their positions withoffsetting, correlated positions inderivative 
instruments duringthe entire trading day." 



Attached as Exhibit 2 is a comparison of the premium/discount experience of actively managed 
equity ETFs versus equity index ETFs in the same Morningstar category over the period since the first 
active ETFs were introduced in 2008. Relevant to the Proposal, Exhibit 2 indicates that the costs to buy 
and sell actively managed equity ETFs reflected in closingpremiums/discounts are generally higher than 
the costs to buy and sell equity index ETFs in the same Morningstar category. In all periods studied 
(2008 - 2016), most Morningstar equity categories including both active and index ETFs showed higher 
average trading costs for active ETF investors than experienced, on average, by index ETF investors in 
the same category. This holds true whether measuring trading costs based on the absolute value of the 
daily closing premium/discount or the volatility of the daily closing premium/discount, and whether 
basingthe experience of the average ETF investor on fund size (AW) or fund share trading volume (VW). 
Observed active ETF trading costs were consistently higher across all US. equity categories over all years. 

Iattribute the observed higher trading costs of actively managed equity ETFs versus equity index 
ETFs primarily to three factors: (a) active ETFs are generally smaller than index ETFs in the same 
category, reflecting greater scale economies in the management of index-based products and the 
relative newness of active ETFs; (b) adjusted for fund size, active ETFs often trade less actively than 
corresponding index ETFs, since index products are generally more attractive for use as short-term 
market exposure vehicles; and (c) index ETFs are generally easier for market makers to arbitrage 
because, in addition to trading directly in the underlying fund holdings, a market maker in index ETFs 
can hedge its ETF positions intraday by transacting in corresponding index futures and options contracts, 
index swaps, similar index ETFs and other index portfolio instruments without incurring meaningful basis 
risk. On average, the more cumbersome process of hedgingETF share inventory positions makes active 
ETFs more difficult and costly to arbitrage, which is consistent with the observation from Exhibit 2 that 
active ETFs are generally more expensive to buy and sell than corresponding index products. 

The Funds' Proposed Arbitrage Mechanism 

Different from allactivelymanaged ETFs approvedto date, the Proposal does not include a 
requirement or the expectation that the Funds would disclose their full current portfolio holdings41 each 
Business Day. Instead, the Funds propose to disclosetheir holdingson a quarterly basis with a lagof not 
more than 60 days, consistent with mutual fund disclosure requirements. 

Because the Funds would not disclose their holdings on a daily basis,the Applicants propose a 
different mechanism to seek to ensurethat secondary markettrading prices of Fund shares arealigned 
with underlying Fund values. As described in the Filing and the ExemptiveApplication, Fund market 
makerswould: (a) use the VIIVs disseminated at one-second intervals throughout the Exchange's Core 
Trading Session to identifypotential opportunities to earn arbitrage profits by eitherselling Fund shares 
abovethe underlying valueof the Fund's net assetsor buying sharesbelow this value; (b) enter into 
arbitrage transactions by instructing the Trusted Agentthat overseestheir Confidential Account to buy 
orselloffsettingaggregate positions inthe Fund's underlying securities as they sellor buy Fund shares 
intraday; and/or(c) as a complement orsubstitute forarbitrage transactions effected through 

All existing actively managed ETFs arerequired to include on theirsponsor's public website, updatedeach Business Day prior 
to the openingof markettrading, acompletelisting of the holdings that will be used to determinethe ETF's NAV on suchday. 
Index ETFs arerequired to makeavailable to market members through NSCC daily creation andredemption composition files 
that either replicate, or closelyapproximate, the fund's holdings. Although not required, most index ETFs alsodisclose their 
full holdingson the sponsor's website on a dailybasis. 
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Confidential Accounts, independently construct and manage portfolio hedges to offset the market risk 
exposures of their Fundshare positions, based principally on knowledge about a Fund's means of 
achieving its investment objective and information about the Fund's current portfolio positions derived 
from time-series analysis of changes in VIIVs. Accordingto the Applicants, "the real-time dissemination 
of a fund's VIIV, the ability for market makers to engage [in] risklessarbitragethrough the Bona Fide 
Arbitrage mechanism, together with the right of Authorized Participantsto create and redeem each day 
at the NAV,will be sufficient for market participants to value and trade shares in a manner that will not 
leadto significant deviations between the shares' Bid/Ask Price and NAV."42 

In support of the proposed arbitragemechanism, the Applicants state that "the Exchange, after 
consultingwith various Lead Market Makers that trade ETFs on the Exchange, believes that market 
makers willbe able to make efficient and liquid markets priced nearthe VIIV as longas an accurateVIIV 
is disseminated every second, market makers have knowledge of a fund's means of achieving its 
investment objective even without daily disclosure of a fund's underlying portfolio, and are able to 
engage in Bona Fide Arbitrage. The Exchange believes that market makers willemploy risk-management 
techniques such as Bona Fide Arbitragein addition to "statisticalarbitrage",which is currently used 
throughout the financial services industry, to make efficient markets in exchange traded products. This 
ability should permit market makers to make efficient markets in shares without knowledge of a fund's 
underlying portfolio."43 

Despite these assurances, for the reasons detailed below, it is clear that market makers will face 
significant impediments to successfully arbitraging Fund shares, leading the Funds to trade at 
substantially wider bid-askspreads and more variable premiums/discounts than actively managed ETFs 
available today. 

Reliance on VIIVs. A key component of the Applicants' proposed approach to maintain price-
value alignment of Fund shares is disseminating VIIVs at one-second intervalsthroughout the Exchange's 
Core Trading Session each Business Day. The Applicants assert that the VIIV would providesignificantly 
more valuable information to market makers and other Fund investors seeking to evaluate the 
relationship between a Fund's market trading prices and underlying Fund values than is provided by the 
HVs disseminated today for ETFs. 

The asserted improvement in VIIVs over ETF HVs reflects the Applicants' intent to: (a) calculate 
and disseminate intraday Fund valuationsat one-second intervals, ratherthan every 15 seconds likethe 
HVs of existing ETFs; (b) source valuations of each portfolioholding from at least two Independent 
Pricing Sources and engage a Pricing Verification Agent to continuously compare the data streams from 
each Independent Pricing Agent and initiate a Share trading halt whenever valuation differences of at 
least 25 bps persist for 60 seconds; (c) for purposes ofVIIVs, value Fund securities based on the 
midpoint between the current nationalbest bidand offer quotations ratherthan last sale price (which 
may update less frequently); (d) seek to include in the VIIVcalculation all accrued Fund income and 
expenses, including any extraordinary expenses, that would be taken into account in calculating the 
Fund's NAV forthat day; (e)disclose on each Fund's website all Fund holdings that arecurrently subject 
to fairvalue pricing and the value of such holdingsreflected in current VIIVs; (f) disclose on each Fund's 
website the specific methodology for calculating VIIVs; (g) maintain procedures for calculatingVIIVs that 

42 See Filing at pages 42and 45. 

43 ibid at page 40-41. 
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are subject to at least annual review and approval by each Fund's Board and the ongoing oversight of 
the Fund's chief compliance officer; (h) require each Independent PricingAgent and the Pricing 
Verification Agent to contractually commit always "to act in good faith and to exercise reasonable care, 
diligence and the expertise of an Independent Pricing Agent;"44 and (i) assert the Independent Pricing 
Agents' and the PricingVerification Agent's legal liability for losses attributable to their negligence, and 
attribute ultimate responsibility forthe calculation of VIIVs to the Fund.4S 

If the Applicants consistently deliver on each of the above commitments, the proposed VIIVs 
should be significantly more valuable to market makers and other Fund investors than existing ETF HVs 
have proven to be. Whether VIIVs provide an adequate basis for ensuring the Funds' ongoing price-
value alignment and secondary market trading efficiency is quite a different matter. 

In comparing the proposed VIIVs to existing ETF HVs, it is important to understand the dramatic 
difference in the role of the disseminated intraday values: for the Funds, disseminating timely and 
accurate VIIVs is a key requirement for market trading efficiency; for existing ETFs, HVs have essentially 
zero relevance to Fundtrading efficiency and limited overall utility to investors. Responding to the 
Commission's 2008 proposed ETF rule,46 the Exchange commented that itwas"not convinced that the 
Intraday Value is a meaningful pricingtool for investors [in existing ETFs] in light of the availability of 
other pricing information" and "a public investor should not use the Intraday Value to determine the 
price at which the investor will buy or sell a particular ETF."47 

The relevant comparison for VIIVs is not versus the HVs of existing ETFs, but rather the 
independently derived real-time estimates of underlying fund value that ETF market makers today use 
to identify arbitrage opportunities and to manage their risk of holding ETF positions. Because existing 
actively managed ETFs (and most index ETFs) provide full daily disclosure of their current portfolio, their 
market makers have access to far better information about the current value of Fund holdings than the 
proposed VIIVs would provide. 

Compared to the Funds' proposed VIIVs, the intraday Fund valuations that market makers 
routinely generate internally and employ in their market making have the following significant 
advantages: 

See Exemptive Application at page 12. 
45 „ 

It is anticipated that under the terms of [aFund's]contracts with the Independent Pricing Agents and PricingVerification 
Agent, each shall be liableto the Fund (or any person or entity claimingthrough or for the Fund) for loss, cost, expense and 
damages caused by an error in the calculationor dissemination of the VIIV resulting from a breach of the applicablecontract 
to the extent the breach constitutes bad faith, willful misconduct, reckless disregard or negligence in the performance of its 
obligations. Neither the Fund nor any service provider... shall be deemed liable for any errors in the calculation or 
disseminationof the VIIV resultingfrom any event beyond the reasonable controlof either the Fund or a service provider. To 
the extent that any Fundmight be found liable for an error in the calculationor dissemination of the VIIV, it anticipated that 
the Fundwill have appropriate errors and omissions insurance that would serve to protect the assets of the Fund from any 
such claim." (see Exemptive Application at page 12). 

46 See Release Nos. 33-8901 and IC-28193; File No. S7-07-08 (March 11, 2008).
 
47 See Comments of Mary Yeager, Corporate Secretary, NYSE Area, Inc., May 29,2008 under File No. S7-07-08 (available at
 

http://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-07-O8/s70708-16.pdf). 
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Internal market maker valuations are significantlymore precise than the proposed VIIVs. 
As proposed, the Funds would disclose VIIVs to the nearest whole cent and establish 
initial NAVs ina range of $20-30 per share.48 Onecent on $20is5 basis points (bps); 
one cent on $30 is 3.3 bps. ETF market makers generally calculate their internal 
valuations to a precision of a fraction ofa basis point. Truncating the precision of a 
Fund'sVIIV disclosures to a range of 3.3-5 bps provides market makers with far less 
detailed valuations than they are accustomed to having. 

Internal valuations ofETF market makers includesignificant information not reflected in 
VIIVs. In calculating VIIVs, Applicants propose to value Fund securities based on the 
midpoint between the current national best bid and offer quotations. The bid-ask 
midpoint is a fairly crude valuation metric that does not capture important trading 
information that market makers frequently incorporate in their internal valuations: 
among others, the current bid-ask spread, the depth of the current order book on the 
bid and offer side of the market, and the predominance of current trading between bid-
side and offer-side transactions. As an example of how this information is useful, a 
market maker that is selling short an ETF's shares against net market demand is 
primarily interested in knowingthe offer-side prices of the fund's underlyingsecurities, 
since that is the side of the market on which the market maker would likelytransact to 
hedge its fund share positionor to purchase underlyingsecurities to be delivered in a 
creation. Conversely, a market maker that isaccumulating a long position in an ETF's 
shares willwant to know the bid-side prices of the fund's underlyingsecurities, since the 
market maker would likely transacton the bidside to hedge its long fund share position 
or sellthe individual securitiesto be received in a redemption. In either case, the depth 
of market on the relevant side is at least as important as the best bid or best offer, since 
best bids and offers may not be representative of market prices to move larger blocksof 
shares. Whereas a market maker inan existing ETF can incorporatethe full complement 
of current marketdata into its internal valuations, the Funds' market makers wouldonly 
know the midpoint values reflected in the VIIVs. 

The proposed VIIVs are not continuously available and may update with economically 
meaningful delays. Althoughdissemination of VIIVs at one-second intervalsmay seem 
sufficient formost purposes, the reality of current marketsisthat securities prices often 
adjust significantlyin fractionsof a second (milliseconds or microseconds). The internal 
valuations used by ETF marketmakers updatecontinuously, often at frequencies higher 
than once per second. Inaddition to discontinuous dissemination, a concern market 
makerswill have about the proposed VIIVs not addressed inthe Filing or Exemptive 
Application islatency - the time lag over which changes in a Fund's underlying securities 
prices are reflected in the next disseminatedVIIV. The number of participating parties 
and steps involved incomputing, verifying and disseminating the VIIVs raises suspicion 
that Fund VIIVs mayroutinely updatewitheconomically meaningful delays.49 

48 See Filing at page 22. 

A further potential causeof economically meaningful delays inVIIVs versusmarketmakers'interval valuations is that, in 
calculating their internal valuations, market makers may source pricing data directly from trading venues through proprietary 
data feeds, whereas the Funds will source theirpricing data from the Consolidated Quotation SystemandUTP Plan Securities 
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•	 The proposed VIIV verification process leaves significant roomfor dissemination of 
erroneous values. As proposed, a Fund's Pricing Verification Agent would take no action 
to address observed discrepancies in VIIV input prices until the calculated Fundvalues 
differ by at least 25 bps for60 seconds. That's a huge disparity- 5 to 8 cents a share on 
a$20-30 NAV - far wider than the customary bid-ask spread of mostdomestic equity 
ETFs. No ETF market maker's internal valuation processwould choose to ignore price 
disparities of that magnitude. Whatever comfort the Funds' proposed VIIV 
"verification" process seeks to provide is significantly compromised by the wide 
tolerance band on observed price deviations. 

•	 77ie Funds' VIIV processdoes not addressallpotentialintradayvaluation errors. As 
described in the Exemptive Application, a Fund's Custodian would each Business Day be 
responsible for determining, and providing to each Independent Pricing Agent priorto 
the beginningof market trading, a "constituent basket file" consistingof all the Fund's 
investments, other assets and liabilities that will be reflected in the Fund's NAV for that 

day.50 Because each Independent Pricing Agent would utilize the sameconstituent 
basket file to determine intradayvalues, valuation discrepancies caused by errors in the 
constituent basket file could not be detected by the Pricing Verification Agent using the 
proposed verification process. If the constituent basket file for a Fund includes material 
inaccuracies, the Fund will disseminate erroneous VIIVs. Corporate actions (mergers, 
stock splits, spinoffs, dividends and the like) in Fund securities holdings are a source of 
potential error in the constituent basket files disseminated by a Fund's Custodian. 
Because, in practice, each corporate action must be reflected in constituent basketfiles 
the evening before the corporate action becomes effective, it can be a challenge for ETF 
custodians to consistently account for them correctly. One of the (many) advantages to 
an ETF market maker of calculatingintraday fund valuations internally is that this allows 
the market maker to perform its own accountingof corporate actions or to check the 
fund custodian's accounting. The lackof holdingstransparency makes this impossible 
for the Funds. Market makers' inability to verify that corporate actions are 
appropriately reflected in Fund VIIVs is a source of incremental risk for them compared 
to making markets in existing ETFs. 

•	 TheFunds' proposed process for adjusting VIIVs in the event oftrading halts in portfolio 
securities is cumbersome and likely to result in errors in disseminated VIIVs. The Funds' 
proposed procedures provide that "should a portfolio security stop trading, the Pricing 
Verification Agent will immediately notify an officer of the Adviser, who will in turn 
notify the Fund's Fair Valuation Committee. The Fair Value Committee will then make a 
good faith pricingdetermination using a methodology approved by the Boardof the 
Fund. In cases where the fair value priceof the security is materially different from the 
pricingdata provided by the Independent Pricing Sources and the Adviser determined 

Information Processor (SIP) (see ExemptiveApplication at pages23 and 24). Proprietary data feeds routinely update faster 
than the SIP. 

50 See Exemptive Application atpage 12. The HVs ofexisting ETFs are also calculated using constituent basket files determined 
by fund custodiansand disseminated to IIV calculation agents. 
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that the ongoing pricinginformation is not likely to be reliable, the fair value will be 
used for calculation of the VIIV, and the Custodian will be instructed to disclose the 
identity andweight of the fair valuedsecurities, aswell as the fair value price beingused 
for the security."51 Left unsaid in this description is that, throughout this potentially 
protracted (lasting hours? days?) process, the Fund would continue to disseminate VIIVs 
at one-second intervals that do not reflectfair valuesof the halted security, and 
therefore may varysignificantly from the Fund's true underlyingvalue at that time. The 
internalvaluation process of any existingETF's market makers would almost certainly 
arrive at fair estimates of the fund's current underlying value far faster than the 
cumbersome Fund process outlined above. 

•	 Relianceon faulty VIIVs may expose market makers to unrecoverable losses. One of the 
most significant constraintson the utilityof existing ETF HVs isthat no responsible party 
stands behind the disseminated values- all parties involved disclaim liability. Buyer 
(andseller) beware isvery much the ruleof the day. The Exemptive Application 
includesstatements attributing liability for the timeliness and accuracy of the VIIVs 
disseminated for each Fund variously to the Fund itself, the Independent Pricing Agents 
and the Pricing Verification Agent.52 No similar liability appears to restwith the 
Exchange, its agents or the Reporting Authority responsible for disseminatingthe 
VIIVs.53 Moreover, thecircumstances under which the Independent Pricing Agents and 
the Pricing Verification Agent are legally liable are limited.54 Whether a Fund could 
acquire insurance or otherwise make provisionsto meet its legal liabilities in the event 
of a costly VIIV error is subject to doubt.55 Taken asa whole, the ability of a market 
maker to successfully prosecutea claim for damages resulting from a VIIV error is 
substantially unclear. This is likely not particularly comforting to a potential market 
maker tryingto assesswhether a valid claimagainsta Fund or service providerdue to 
losses based on reliance on faulty VIIVs would be successful. IfVIIVs are not viewed as 
supported by responsible parties, market makers either won't participate in the Funds 
or willmake markets only at spreadsand premiums/discounts that are wide enough to 
compensate for the risks assumed. 

The Applicants acknowledgethat "the ability of market participants to buy and sell Fund shares 
at prices near the VIIV is dependent upon their assessment that the VIIV is a reliable, indicative real-time 
value for a Fund's underlying holdings."56 On an overall basis, the proposed VIIVs would fail to provide a 
consistently reliable, real-time measure of intraday Fund values. 

The Funds' proposed VIIVs would offer market makers far less, and far less useful, intraday 
valuation information that they now haveforexisting ETFs. All else being equal(which it isnot), Fund 
market makers' forced reliance onVIIVs to determine intraday Fund valuations isa source of significant 

See Exemptive Application at page 24. 

See Exemptive Application at page 12. 

See Filing at page 7. 

See Exemptive Application at page 12. 

ibid. Alsosee discussion under "Fund Costsand Liability Risks" below. 

54 See Filing atpage 45. 
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incremental risk for them versus making markets in existing ETFs. This will surely translate into the 
Funds trading at wider bid-ask spreads and more variable premiums and discounts to NAV than similar 
existing ETFs. The lack of transparency of Fund holdings and the resulting loss of market maker control 
over their internal valuation process will also likely make the Funds especially prone to poor trading 
performance during periods of market stress and volatility. 

Transactions through Confidential Accounts. In the Funds' proposed method of operation, all 
trading in Creation Unit instruments in connection with Fund creations and redemptions would be 
required to be effected through a Confidential Account overseen by a Trusted Agent. Authorized 
Participants, Non-Authorized Participant Market Makers and other market participants seeking to make 
markets or take advantage of arbitrage opportunities in a Fund's shares may enter into an agreement to 
open a Confidential Account with a Trusted Agent selected from a list of banks, trust companies and/or 
broker-dealers approved by the Fund. If a Trusted Agent is not a broker-dealer, it would be required to 
have an affiliated broker-dealer to accommodate trades by the Confidential Account holder. 

Before the commencement of market trading each Business Day, the Trusted Agent of each of a 
Fund's Confidential Account holders would be provided with (a) the names and quantities of the 
instruments constituting the Fund's Creation Basket and the estimated Balancing Amount for that day 
and (b) the identities and quantities of portfolio securities that will form the basis for the Fund's 
calculation of NAVon that day. The terms of the Confidential Account Agreements would provide that 
the Trusted Agent will not disclose the identity of the Creation Basket or any other identifying 
information regarding the portfoliosecuritiesof a Fund, except as requiredby law. 

Acting on execution instructions from a Confidential Account holder, a Trusted Agent would, on 
an aggregate basis, purchase or sell the securities currently held in a Fund's portfolio for purposes of 
arbitrage and/or in-kind creation and redemption activity. By trading through their Confidential 
Accounts, Authorized Participants, Non-Authorized Participant Market Makers and other market 
participants seeking to take advantage of arbitrage opportunities could transact in the Fund's underlying 
securities without knowing their identity. Arbitrage using Confidential Account transactions would not 
necessary be limited to Confidential Account holders; any investor that makes arrangement to transact 
through a broker-dealer that has established a Confidential Account could, in theory, engage in arbitrage 
trading. 

Compared to the usual manner in which market makers in existing ETFs engage in arbitrage and 
buy and sell Creation Basket instruments, the proposed arrangement exposes market makers to 
significant additional costs, risks and lost opportunities. These include: 

•	 Therequired delegation of trade implementation and trade order management to third-
party organizations. Efficient execution of portfolio hedging and Creation Unit 
instrument transactions is the heart and soul of effective ETF market making. No ETF 
market maker would ever voluntarily cede authority over these vital market-making 
functions to an outside organization. Lesscontrol means more cost and risk, and less 
profit opportunity for market makers. 

•	 No ability for market makers to use their market knowledge and their positions in other 
securities to enhance arbitrage profits and minimize costs. Market makers don't 
manage their ETF arbitrage positions in a vacuum. Market makers' other activities 
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making markets in other ETFs and individual securities, lending and borrowing 
securities, managing risk across their entire book of business -frequently create 
opportunities to lower the costs and increase the profitability of their market making 
activities in a particular ETF. When transacting on a blind basis through Confidential 
Accounts, market makers could not, as a practical matter, use any market intelligence 
they have or any other positions they hold to enhance arbitrage efficiency. 

Reduced incentive for third-party service providers to trade expeditiously and with low 
market impact. This is a classic agency problem. No Trusted Agent or other Confidential 
Account service provider could ever match the vested interest a profit-motivated 
market maker would have in ensuring consistently high levels of trading performance in 
the market maker's own account. 

Forced pro rata hedging. A "perfect" hedge isvery often not the best hedge. As 
explained under "Background on ETF Trading" above, ETF market makers commonly 
employ transactions in a representative hedge portfolio, rather than buying or selling 
the ETF's constituent securities pro rata, to add or subtract offsetting market exposure 
as they build short or long inventory positions in ETF shares through intraday trading. 
Transacting in a hedge portfolio may be easier to implement or more cost effective for a 
market maker than buying or selling the Creation Basket securities. For the Funds, 
arbitrage trading through Confidential Accounts would be limited to pro rata 
transactions. Hedging sub-optimally causes market makers' arbitrage to be less 
efficient, which translates into worse Fundtrading performance. 

Slower trade executions. Given the more involved routing of trade instructions and 
trade orders that the Confidential Account structure would necessitate, hedging and 
Creation Unit instrument transactions through Confident Accounts will almost certainly 
take longer, on average, for a market maker to execute than similar transactions that 
the market maker executes internally. In arbitrage, time is money. Here again, less 
efficient arbitrage translates into worse Fund trading performance. 

Constraints on sub-Creation Unit transactions. The Proposal does not address how (or 
if) Confidential Accounts could be used to buy and sell representative pro rata slices of a 
Fund's portfolio in quantities less than a Creation Unit. At some minimum aggregate 
trade size, the pro rata trading approach breaks down. What happens when a market 
maker seeks to trade smaller pro rata positions through its Confidential Account? Can 
the ConfidentialAccount arrangement accommodate smaller trades? What party takes 
responsibility for the basis riskthat arises when smaller-sized traded positions are 
adjusted from pro rata?Yet again, less efficient arbitrage translates into worse Fund 
trading performance. 

Littleor no ability for market makers to monitor trading in ConfidentialAccounts to 
ensure best execution or to evaluate trading performance. The blind nature of the 
trading relationship means market makers will have little or no ability to monitor the 
performance of trades made on their behalf. 
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•	 Potential significant explicit costs to establish and maintain Confidential Accounts. 
ConfidentialAccount holders will be responsible for payingtheir Trusted Agent and 
associated service providers. Ongoing costs incurred by market makers in connection 
with maintaining Confidential Accountsand associated broker-dealerarrangements may 
be significant. 

On an overall basis, the Funds' requirement that market makers transact on a blind basis 
through Confidential Accounts to effect trades in Creation Basket instruments and for "Bona Fide 
Arbitrage" imposes significant costs and risks on market makers and limitstheir opportunities for 
profitable trading. Market makerswill respond in one of two ways- either (a) not participating in Fund 
market makingor (b) makingmarkets in Fund sharesonly at wider bid-askspreads and more variable 
premium/discount levels. The increased costs and risks and loss of control that the Confidential Account 
arrangement imposes on market makers will invariably translate into worse Fund trading performance. 

Direct Hedging Transactions. The Proposal describes how market makers could supplement or 
even replace theirarbitrage trading through Confidential Accounts by entering into directly traded 
hedging transactions. Asdescribed inthe Filing, "marketmakers, inaddition to employing Bona Fide 
Arbitrage, may use the knowledge of a Fund's means of achieving its investment objective ... to 
construct a hedging proxy for a Fundto manage a market maker's quoting risk in connection with 
trading Fund shares. Marketmakerscanthen conductstatistical arbitrage between their hedging proxy 
(forexample,the Russell 1000 Index) and sharesof a Fund, buying and selling one against the other over 
the courseof the trading day.They will evaluatehow their proxy performed in comparison to the price 
of a Fund's shares, and use that analysis aswellas knowledge of risk metrics, such as volatility and 
turnover, to enhance their proxy calculation to make it a more efficient hedge. Market makers... have 
indicatedto the Exchange that there willbe sufficientdata to runa statistical analysis which will leadto 
spreads being tightened substantially around the VIIV. This is similar to certain other existing exchange 
traded products (forexample, ETFs that investin foreign securities that do not trade during U. S. trading 
hours), inwhichspreadsmay be generally wider inthe early daysof trading and then narrow as market 
makers gain more confidence intheir real- time hedges."57 

While market makers may be able to gain some useful information about a Fund's current 
composition by knowing the Fund's investment objective and tracking performance correlations over 
time versus a known index, the amount of portfolio information that can be gleaned usingthis approach 
is limited.58 As aresult, any portfolio hedge constructed using this information would besubject to 
meaningful basisrisk. The Applicants' comparison to ETFs holding foreign securities that do not trade 
during U.S. trading hours is invalid, because all current ETFs provide significantly greaterholdings 
transparency than the Funds propose to provide. Because market makers would not know a Fund's 
current holdings, any hedging transactions that they enter on a direct basis would be especially proneto 
basis riskduring periodsof market stress or volatility. 

Conclusion and Recommendations. Market makerswill face significant impediments to 
successfully arbitraging Fund shares. Different from existing ETFs, a Fund's market makers must rely on 
VIIVs calculated and disseminatedby third parties to estimate intraday Fund values.Compared to the 

57 See Filing atpages 14-15. 
S3 

This assumes that marketmakers will not be able to derive the actual composition of a Fund's current portfolio from 
available information, but see "Reverse Engineering of Portfolio Holdings" below. 
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internalvaluationsthat ETF market makers now generate from daily fund holdingsdisclosures, the 
proposed VIIVs would provide intradayvaluationsthat are significantlyless precise, less robust, less 
continuous, lesstimely, more proneto errors, more subject to agency risks and would expose market 
makers to potentially unrecoverable losses in the event of erroneous VIIVs. 

In additionto the challenges to efficient market makingraised by the proposed reliance on VIIVs 
asthe onlyavailable intraday valuation metric, the Proposal wouldremove marketmakers'ability to 
control theirown trading in underlying Fund assetsinconnection with their creations and redemptions, 
and force them to useeither transactions through third parties orself-directed hedging trades subject to 
unknown and potentially significant basis risk to manage their intraday Fund exposuresand engagein 
arbitrage. Compared to the usual manner in which market makers in existing ETFs engage inarbitrage 
andbuyandsell Creation Basket instruments, the proposed Confidential Account arrangement through 
Trusted Agents imposessignificant addedcostsandrisks on market makers andsignificantly limits their 
opportunities for profitable trading. Because marketmakers would not know a Fund's currentholdings, 
anyhedging transactions that they enteron a direct basis would beespecially prone to basis risk during 
periods of market stress or volatility. 

Takentogether, the deficienciesof VIIVs as intraday price signals and the limitationthat market 
makers cantrade in Creation Basket instruments onlyon a blind basisthrough Confidential Accounts 
overseen by third parties willsignificantlycurtail effective market making in the Funds'Shares. 
Reflecting the impediments to effectivemarket making, the Funds are likely to attract less market maker 
interestandany marketmakersthat do become involved will imposehigh profit hurdles to compensate 
fortheiraddedcostsand risks. Asa result, the Funds will certainly trade worse (notably wider bid-ask 
spreads andmorevariable premiums anddiscounts) than existing fully transparent active equity ETFs,59 
which themselves tradeconsistently worsethan similar equity index ETFs. In addition, during periods of 
marketstressandvolatility, the Funds' lack of transparency will invariably causespreads and 
premiums/discounts to widen disproportionately inrelation to ETFs that provide daily holdings 
disclosure. 

The Proposal falls wellshortof meetinganappropriate secondary market liquidity standard, and 
should not be approved for this and other reasons stated in this letter. 

Portfolio Data Security Concerns 

An aspect of the current Proposal that was not present inthe Applicants' First Proposal isthe 
dissemination of a Fund's confidential portfolio information across a potentially wide network of 
Trusted Agents, affiliated broker-dealers andother service providers involved inmanaging and 
implementing securities trades on behalf of the Confidential Accounts established and maintained by 
Authorized Participants, Non-Authorized Participant Market Makers and othermarket participants. In 
the Applicants' First Proposal, no confidentialportfolio information would be disseminated other than 
to a Fund's Custodian andother existing fund service provider relationships. 

This isconsistent withthe understanding expressed inthe StaffLetter responding to the Applicants' Second Proposal that"an 
ETF which hassomething lessthan full portfolio transparency will always (emphasis added] exhibita greaterand more 
persistent premium ordiscount and wider intraday price spread than anidentical product withfull portfolio transparency." 
(see footnote 20 on page5 of the Staff Letteravailable at http://www.nextshares.com/regulatorv-and-technical
documents.php#other structures.) 
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In the current iteration of the Proposal, the Funds will provide to each Trusted Agent, before the 
commencement of trading in Fund shares on the Exchange each Business Day, "the identities and 
quantities of portfolio securities that will form the basis for a Fund's calculation of NAV per Share at the 
end of the Business Day, as well as the names and quantities of the instruments comprising a "Creation 
Basket" ... for that day."60 Theterms of each Confidential Account agreement will provide that the 
Trusted Agent will not disclose any identifying information regarding the portfolio securities of a Fund, 
"exceptas required by law."61 

A significant concern that arises in connection with the current Proposal is the potential for 
misappropriation or misuse of the Funds' confidential portfolio information communicated across a 
potentially broad network of organizations and individuals within those organizations. If the Funds' 
confidential data is not completely secure, the Proposal's central claim that the Funds' proposed 
method of operation "will preserve the integrity of the active investment strategy and eliminate the 
potential for "free riding" or"front-running"" of the Funds' portfolio trades"62 is invalid. 

Neither the Filing, the Exemptive Application nor the Registration Statement addresses concerns 
about portfolio data security or describes meaningful steps the Applicants will take to ensure against 
misappropriation or misuse. The Filing provides that "if any Trusted Agent is registered as a broker-
dealer or is affiliated with a broker-dealer, such ... Trusted Agent will erect a "fire wall" between the 
... Trusted Agent and (i) personnel of the broker-dealer or broker-dealer affiliate, as applicable, or (ii) 
the Authorized Participant or non-Authorized Participant market maker [holdingthe Confidential 
Account], as applicable,with respect to access to information concerning the composition and/or 
changes to such [Fund's] portfolio."63 On itsface, this representation is completely unworkable, asit fails 
to recognize that no "fire wall" with respect to confidential Fund holdings information can exist between 
a Trusted Agent and the personnel of its broker-dealer or broker-dealer affiliate because some such 
personnel would be required to know the Fund's portfolio holdings to implement securities trades as 
instructed by the associated Confidential Account holder. 

In 2012, the Commission's Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations issued a staff 
report (OCIE Staff Report)64 addressing control deficiencies in the handling of material nonpublic 
information (MNPI) within broker-dealer organizations. Numerous concerns raised in the OCIE Staff 
Report would be directly applicable to the Funds' dissemination of confidential portfolio data to Trusted 
Agents, affiliated broker-dealers and other Confidential Account service providers and the use within 
those organizations of the provided information to implement trades on behalf of Confidential Account 
holders. 

ExchangeAct Section 15(g) requires registered broker-dealers to establish, maintain and enforce 
written policies and procedures reasonably designedto prevent misuse of MNPI inviolationof the 
securities lawsby the broker-dealer or its associated persons.The OCIE Report notes that the 
Commission has found violations of Section 15(g) by a broker-dealer that allowed traders without 
customer order execution responsibility to see customer order information on the customer facilitation 

See Filing at page 12. 

61 See Exemptive Application atpage 18. 
" SeeFiling at page 46. 

63 See Filing at pages 9,16and 39. 

Available at https://www.sec.gov/about/offices/ocie/informationbarriers.pdf. 
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traders' computer screens and to hear market makers discuss customer orders. The Commission has 
also found violations of Section 15(g) based on a broker-dealer's failure to have appropriate controls 
over"squawk boxes" usedto disseminate customerorder information.65 

With regard to the Proposal, the Applicants have elected to ignore the data security concerns 
and misappropriation and misuse risks that arise in connection with the dissemination of confidential 
Fund data across a network of Trusted Agents, affiliated broker-dealers and other Confidential Account 
service providers, and their use of the provided information to implement trades on behalf of 
Confidential Account holders. Preventing Authorized Participants, Non-Authorized Participant Market 
Makers and other market participants that hold Confidential Accounts from knowing a Fund's portfolio 
information is not sufficient to maintain the information's confidentiality. Also necessary is a 
comprehensive data security compliance and monitoring program that applies to each of the Trusted 
Agents and all their service providers. 

Asa condition for approval of the Proposal, the Applicants should be required to develop a 
comprehensive data security compliance and monitoring program and prospectively demonstrate its 
effectiveness. Unless the security of the Funds' confidential portfolio information can be assured, the 
Proposal should not be approved. 

Fund Costs and Liability Risks 

One of the asserted benefits of the proposed Funds over existing actively managed mutual 
funds is the potential for lower operating costs by reducing transfer agency fees and associated account 
maintenance expenses based on the Funds' use of an exchange-traded structure. Offsetting these 
identified savings are the costs to be incurred by the Funds in connection with the calculation, 
verification and dissemination of VIIVs at one-second intervalsthroughout the Exchange's CoreTrading 
Session each Business Day. Mutual funds do not provide any intraday values, and the HVs of existing 
ETFs are less frequently disseminated (once every 15 seconds) and subject to less stringent calculation 
and liability standards than the Applicants propose for the Funds' VIIVs. Unaddressed in the Proposal 
documents are the incremental costs to be borne by the Funds in connection with VIIVs. Also 
unaddressed are potential risks to the Fund that arise from VHV-related liabilities assumed by the Fund. 

Ongoing VIIV-Related Costs. Comparing the Funds' proposed VIIV methodology to the IIV 
practices of existing ETFs, there seems little doubt that the Funds' approach will be significantly more 
costlythan what ETFs customarilypay. Presumably, these costs will be borne by Fund shareholders. 
How significant are the incremental Fundshareholder costs in connection with VIIVs likely to be? Will 
they negate, or substantially offset, the savings in transfer agency fees and shareholder maintenance 
expenses that the Applicants represent that the Funds will provide? 

The principaldistinctions of the Funds' proposed VIIV methodology versus the standard IIV 
practicesof existing ETFs include: (a) calculating and disseminating intraday Fundvaluations at one
second intervals (23,400valuations per day) instead of 15-second intervals (1,560valuations per day); 
(b)sourcingcontinuous intraday valuationsof each portfolioholding from at least two Independent 
Pricing Sources rather than relying on a single pricing vendor; (c)engaging a Pricing Verification Agent 
and establishing and maintaining a computer-based protocol to permit the Pricing VerificationAgent to 

See footnote 36 at page 16 of OCIE Staff Report. 
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continuously compare the data streams from each Independent Pricing Agent on a real-time basis and 
to initiate a trading halt in Fund shares whenever valuation differences of at least 25 basis points persist 

for 60 seconds;66 (d) valuing securities held byeach Fund based onthe midpoint betweenthe current 
national best bid and offer quotations rather than last sale price; (e) seeking to include in the VIIV 
calculation "all accrued income and expenses of a Fund and ... any extraordinary expenses, booked 
during the day, that would be taken intoaccount in calculating the Fund's NAV for that day;"67 and (f) 
requiring each Independent Pricing Agent and the Pricing Verification Agent at all times, "by contract, to 
act in good faith and to exercise reasonable care, diligence and the expertise of an Independent Pricing 
Agent."68 

Although none of the Proposal documents addresses the issue, the picture that emerges from 
the above is that the Funds' proposed VIIV calculation,verification and dissemination methodology will 
expose the Funds to significantly higher ongoing costs than ETFs incur in connection with their 
disseminated 11Vs. As a condition for approval, the Applicants should be required to provide the 
Commission with detailed estimates of the VHV-associated Fund costs and demonstrate that the 

asserted Fund cost benefits are likely to be achieved. 

VIIV-Related Liabilitiesand Potential Costs. The Proposal indicates that the Funds will assume 
legal liabilityfor potential claims in connection with dissemination of inaccurate or untimely VIIVs. The 
Exemptive Application states that "each Fund will ultimately be responsible for the calculation of the 
VIIV."69 AFund's liability may belimited by theassertion that "neither the Fund nor any service provider 
... shall be deemed liable for any errors in the calculationor dissemination of the VIIV resulting from 
anyevent beyond thereasonable control [emphasis added] of eitherthe Fund ora service provider."70 
In spite of this carve-out, it is not hardto imagine circumstances under which market participants that 
have incurred erroneous VHV-related tradinglossescould have significant claimsagainsta Fund. 

The Applicants assert that "to the extent that any Fund might be found liable for an error in the 
calculation or dissemination of the VIIV, it anticipated that the Fund willhave appropriateerrorsand 
omissions insurance [emphasis added] that would serve to protect the assets of the Fund from any such 
claim."71 

66
The Pricing Verification Agent would alsobe responsible fornotifying a Fund's Adviser whenever a trading halt is instituted 
forany portfoliosecurities(see ExemptiveApplication at page24). 

See Exemptive Application at 23. Itismy understanding that ETF HVs do not always fully reflectall fund incomeandexpenses 
that would be included in the ETF's NAVon that day. 

SeeExemptive Application at page 12. "Itisanticipated that under the termsof suchcontracts withthe Independent Pricing 
Agentsand Pricing Verification Agent,eachshall be liable to the Fund (orany person or entity claiming throughor forthe 
Fund) for loss, cost, expense anddamages caused byanerror inthe calculation ordissemination of the VIIV resulting from a 
breach of the applicable contract to the extent the breach constitutes badfaith, willful misconduct, reckless disregard or 
negligence inthe performance of itsobligations." Itisapparent that the contractual liability standard applicable to pricing 
agentsinvolved in the calculation anddissemination of ETF HVs isnotably lowerthanwhat the Applicants representwill 
apply to the Funds' VIIVs. Whetheranypricing agents would bewilling to engage withthe Applicants on the proposed terms 
at reasonable cost isanopenquestion thatthe Applicants should be required to address asa condition forapproval. 

69
See Exemptive Application at page12. The Exchange makesclear that neitherit noranyof itsagentsor Reporting Authority 
bearsany liability for"damages, claims, lossesor expenses caused by anyerrors,omissions,or delays incalculating or 
disseminating" of the VIIV or other portfolioinformation(see Filing at page7). 

70 ibid. 

71 ibid. 
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It is far from clear that a Fundwould be able to acquire comprehensive errors and omissions 
insurancecovering claimsagainst trading losses and other damages that may be incurred by market 
participants that relyon VIIVs that proveuntimely or inaccurate. Even getting a price quote for this type 
of insurance may be impossible, as the depth of potential losseswould be quite large and the risk of loss 
unknowable. No insurerseeks to underwrite open-ended liabilities and unquantifiable risks. Ifa Fund is 
forced to self-insure this risk, potential costs to Fund shareholders in a worst case scenario are 
incalculable. 

As a condition for approval, the Applicants should be required to (a) demonstrate to the 
Commission that they have secured commitments from at least one creditworthy insurerto provide 
errors andomissions insurance to the Funds and(b) provide the Commission with assurances regarding 
the reasonablenessof the associated Fund costs. Given the potential liability risks that a Fund's 
shareholders could face, the Funds should not be permitted to operatewithout appropriate insurance 
coverage. 

Share Trading Halts 

The Filing describestwo circumstances under which the Exchange would halt trading in a Fund's 
shares intraday: (a) the Fund's VIIVs are not being priced and disseminated in one-second intervalsand 
(b)the Exchange receives notice that the Fund's Pricing Verification Agent has determined that the two 
Independent Pricing Source valuations vary by morethan 25 bps for 60 seconds. A trading haltwould 
continue until the cause of the trading halt issuccessfully resolved.72 These "circuit breakers" are 
designed to preventtrading in Fund shares during periods inwhich VIIVs areunavailable or mayreflect 
outlier prices of underlying Fund securities. 

Iftrading in a Fund's sharesis frequently interrupted by trading halts,severe damageto the 
Fund's ongoing liquidity andtrading efficiency wouldresult. In the Proposal documents,the Applicants 
do not suggest that they havetested the reliability of the proposed VIIV pricing and dissemination 
process or examinedhow frequentlythe proposed circuit breaker would causetradinghaltsto be 
invoked fora Fund. The resultsof any suchexaminations would likely be highly dependent on the nature 
of a specific Fund's investment strategy, with Funds investing in more focused portfolios and less liquid 
underlying holdings moresusceptible to trading interruptions. The Funds' proposed focus on small-cap 
stockswith marketcapitalizations of $3 billion or less makesit more likely that trading halts will be 
experienced. 

Asa condition forapproval, the Applicants should be required to complete,and publicly report, 
the results of a studythat examines the reliability of the VIIV calculation anddissemination process and 
the estimated frequency of circuit breaker-imposed trading halts for each proposed Fund strategy. The 
study should include consideration of both normal market conditions and periods of heightened market 
stressandvolatility. Ifthe study does not demonstrate that intraday trading in Fund shares will be 
virtually continuous andtrading halts minimal, the Proposal should not be approved. 

See Filing at page 6. In the Exemptive Application, the Applicants statethattheywould also request the Exchange to halt 
trading ina Fund whenever securities representing 10% ormore of the Fund's portfolio are subject to a trading halt (see 
footnote31at page24of the Exemptive Application). 
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Erroneous Share Trades 

It appears inevitable that VIIV errors will occur from time to time, given the various challenges 
to the accurate calculation and timely dissemination of VIIVs at one-second intervals throughout each 
Business Day's Core Trading Session. Dueto the central role of VIIVs in determining market pricesof 
Fund shares, material errors in disseminated VIIVs will, in turn, invariablycause erroneous trades in 
Fund shares to be executed. 

The Proposal, like its predecessors, does not address the treatment of erroneous Fund share 
trades resulting from faulty VIIVs. Would all such trades be deemed erroneous and cancelled? Would 
the Exchange applya materialitystandard in determiningwhen to canceltrades due to faultyVIIVs? 
Most importantly, as a first step, how would VIIVerrors and associated erroneous Fund share trades be 
detected? 

The Filing describes, in generalterms, the steps the Exchange willtake to monitor trading in 
Fund shares.73 The Exchange does notexpress any intention to monitor the accuracy and timeliness of 
disseminated VIIVs, or describe how trades executed in Fund shares in reliance on faulty VIIVs would be 
treated. 

As a condition for approval, the Exchange should be required to institute a comprehensive 
program to monitor the timeliness and accuracyof disseminated VIIVs and to adopt appropriate 
procedures for the treatment of Fund share trades executed during periods when erroneous VIIVs are 
determined to have been disseminated. The historyof ETFs suggests that faulty trading and resulting 
order cancellations do happen. Rather than addressing the appropriate treatment of erroneous Fund 
sharetrades on an ad hoc basisafter the fact, the Exchange should be obligatedto do so in advance of 
the initial Funds' launch as a condition for listing and tradingapproval. 

Reverse Engineering of Portfolio Holdings 

Both the Notice issued by the Commission in response to the Applicants' First Proposal and the 
StaffLetter responding to the Applicants' Second Proposal highlighted74 the potential damage to a 
Fund's shareholdersthat could ariseif the Fund's holdings and tradingactivitycan be uncovered 
through data analysis or other means. Ifa Fund's holdings could be reverse engineered, the Fund's 
claims of non-transparency would be invalidated andthe Fund would become susceptibleto the dilutive 
effects of front running by investors that gain the ability to anticipatethe Fund's trades. 

The Applicants assert that they "have carefully sought to provide a level of accessand precision 
forthe VIIV that would both facilitate arbitrage, yet protect a Fund from "front running" and"free 
riding" by other investors and/or managers which could otherwise harm, and result in substantial costs 
to, the Funds. Applicants believe it highly unlikely, and havesoughtto confirm mathematically, that a 
VIIV calculated as described herein and provided at one second intervals would not allow others to 
reverse engineer aFund's investment strategy for purposes of front running orfree riding."75 

73 SeeFiling at page 36. 

See Notice footnote 33 at page16and footnote 36 at page17 and Staff Letterat page4. 

See Exemptive Application at page 24. 
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The Exemptive Application includes as Exhibit Can analysis by RickyAlyn Cooper, PhD, and as 
ExhibitEa supplemental analysis by the same author (collectively, the RickyCooper Study) that evaluate 
the potential to reverse engineer (RE) the holdings of a hypothetical ETF using VIIVs calculated and 
disseminated in the manner described in the Proposal. The summary conclusion of the RickyCooper 
Study is that "it seems rather unlikelythat the Precidian ETF construction methodology will result in a 
product that canbe reverse engineered for purposes of front running."76 

Relative to previous versions of the Proposal that may have been more susceptible to RE, the 
Ricky Cooper Study citesthe protectivebenefits of (a) scaling Fund prices to an initial value of $20 per 
share,77 (b) using bid-ask midpoint prices ofsecurities in thecalculation ofVIIVs and (c) disseminating 
VIIVs rounded to the nearest cent. 

To test the thesis that a Fund'sholdingswould not be susceptible to RE based on analysisof the 
Fund's VIIVs, the authorof the Ricky Cooper Studyconstructed a randomly selected hypothetical 
portfolio of 40 stocks drawn from the NASDAQ-100 universe (approximately 100 stocks)and attempted 
to identify the constituentstocksandstocksweightings using a leastsquares optimization technique, 
constraining individual portfolio weightsto a range of 0-10%. The data wasanalyzed over 44 trading 
days from May 1,2014to July 2,2014. Theaccuracy of the regression wasmeasured bythe square root 
of the mean square errorinthe estimated versus actual portfolio weights,averaged over the 
observations. The square rootof the mean square error was found to average 1.04%, which compared 
to a square rootof the mean square error of 1.22% for a naive tracking portfolio consisting of equally 
weighted holdings of each of the NASDAQ-100 constituent stocks (used asa control). According to the 
author,the similarity of the mean squareerrors implies that "reverseengineering is likely to achievethe 
same success by the end of the day as a naive indextracking strategy would achieve."78 The author's 
conclusion that RE "seems rather unlikely" for the Funds appears to reflectonlythe results of the test 
described in the study. 

Amongthe factors that woulddeterminea Fund's susceptibility to RE throughtime-series 
analysis of VIIVs are: (a) the numberof Fund holdings (fewermakes RE easier); (b) the numberof 
potential Fund investments(fewermakes RE easier); (c) the Fund NAV pershare(higher makes RE 
easier); (d) the average price range of the Fund's holdings andeligible investments(higher makesRE 
easier); (e) the intraday price volatility of the Fund's holdings andeligible investments (higher makes RE 
easier; the Ricky Cooper Studywasconducted during a period of abnormally lowmarketvolatility); (f) 
the correlation of intraday price movements of the Fund holdings andeligible investments (lower makes 
RE easier); (g) Fund portfolio turnover rates (lowermakes RE easier); (h) the statisticalmethod 
employed in the RE process (there are several options); and (i) other Fund information incorporated in 
the RE process (such as previously disclosed holdings) that constrains or biases the RE process to 
increase the odds of a successful RE result. 

7SSee Exemptive Application atpage 66. 

$20 isthelow end ofthe$20 to$60 anticipated price range ofFund shares as setforth in theExemptive Application (at page 
13). At$60, Fund shares would besignificantly more susceptible to reverse engineering than asdescribed inthe Ricky 
Cooper Study. 

78 
See Exemptive Application at page 64. 
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Independent research addressing the potential to reverse engineer the holdings of a Fund 
operating as described inthe Proposal79 demonstrates that significant improvements in RE results over 
the Ricky Cooper Study can be achieved by using a different statistical method and altering some of the 
study conditions. This research demonstrates that match rates between estimated and actual portfolio 
weightings above 99% can be achieved during volatile market periods using the same portfolio 
parameters as in the RickyCooper Study (40 stock portfolio drawn from the NASDAQ-100). Because 
actualportfolios are not randomly selectedand a determinedreverseengineer80 could cometo know a 
great deal about a given Fund's likely holdings based on inputs other than VIIV analysis alone, in actual 
practice reverse engineering a Fund may not be nearly as difficult as the RickyCooper Study suggests. 
On an overall basis, it is far from a settled question that the Fundswould not ever be susceptible to 
reverse engineering. 

Accordingly, as a condition for approval, the Applicants should be required to conduct, and 
publicly report, additional research studies that demonstrate to the Commission's satisfaction that 
reverse engineering of the Funds is not possible under any reasonably foreseeable circumstances. 

Tax Treatment of In-kind Redemptions81 

The ExemptiveApplication represents that the Funds offer potential tax advantages over 
traditional mutual funds that include "improved tax efficiency through the reduction in capital gains 
associated with the in-kindtransfer of securities from the ETF to Authorized Participants and the 
accompanying cost-basis step up" and "increased Adviser flexibilityassociated with the reduction of 
embedded capital gains."82 The Funds' potential taxadvantages appearto derive solely from the 
proposed use of distributions of portfolio securities to effect redemptions in a tax-favorable manner. 
None of the descriptions of the Funds' investment strategies set forth in the Registration Statement 
suggest that the Funds will employ other means to minimize or defer shareholder taxes. 

The Funds' potential tax advantages would, if realized, depend on the application of Section 
852(b)(6) of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) to the Funds' in-kinddistributions. Section 852(b)(6) is 
applicable to regulated investment companies (RICs), which tax status the Registration Statement 
represents that the Funds intend to electandqualify foreach year.83 

Conducted by a research consulting firm engaged by Eaton Vance. 

To increasethe efficiencyof their arbitrage trading, market makers and other arbitrageurs would be highlymotivated to 
reverse engineera Fund's holdings. As stated in footnote 16 on page4 of the Staff Letter, "it is the staffs understanding 
that, in their quest for pricing precision, market makers or other market participants likelywillseek to reconstruct the 
underlying portfolio as muchas possible using anyandall available information, even if the ETF isnominally non
transparent." The resources and determination a market makercouldbring to this endeavor couldfarexceed the simple 
academic test demonstrated in the RickyCooper Study. See, for example, the New YorkTimes article "A New Breed ofTrader 
on Wall Street: CodersWith a Ph.D." (February 22,2016) available at 
http://www•nvtlmes•com/2016/02/23^usiness/dealbook/a-new-breed-of-trade^-on-wall-street-coders-with-a
phd.html? r=0. 

81 This section isbased onadvice oftax counsel engaged byEaton Vance. 

See Exemptive Application at page 6. 

83 See Registration Statement atpage 26 oftheStatement ofAdditional Information. 
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Section 852(b)(6) "turns off' the general gain realization rule for cases when a RIC makes a 
distribution "in redemption of its stock upon the demand of the shareholder." This provides an 
advantage for RICs that meet redemptions in kind. Such a fund can effect redemptions using 
appreciated securities without realizing the built-in gains on the securities. As a result, in-kind 
redemptions reduce the built-in gain that will ultimately be taxed to the fund or its shareholders. As 
described in the Filing, "the Fund[s] can use in-kind redemptions to reduce the unrealized capital gains 
that may, at times, exist in a Fund by distributing low cost lots of each security that a Fund needs to 
dispose of to maintain its desired portfolio exposures. Shareholders of a Fund would benefit from the in-
kind redemptions through the reduction of the unrealized capital gains in a Fund that would otherwise 
haveto be realized and,eventually, distributed to shareholders."84 

The Funds' process for in-kind redemptions would differ significantlyfrom how existing ETFs 
redeem shares in kind, which could change the resulting tax treatment. Whereas Authorized 
Participants and other redeeming shareholders of an existing ETF know the contents of the Creation 
Basket instruments that will be used to effect the redemption and have complete control over the 
receipt, holding and disposition of those assets, the Funds' redeeming shareholders are not permitted to 
receive the assets directly and are intentionally kept ignorant of the contents of the Creation Basket. 
Althoughdescribed as an "agent," the Trusted Agent does not act solely on behalf of the redeeming 
shareholder, but rather has duties both to the redeeming shareholder and to the Fund. As a result, 
redeeming shareholdershave only diminished, indirect controlover the assets held by the Trusted 
Agent in a Confidential Account. 

As a practical matter, the ability of a redeeming shareholder to control the disposition of the 
distributed assets would be limited by the fact that the Trusted Agent cannot divulgethe identity of 
those assets. While, intheory, the TrustedAgentacts at the instruction of the redeeming shareholder in 
selling, holdingor hedgingagainstthe distributed assets, the lackof information as to the composition 
of the Creation Basketeffectively dictates the instruction that a prudent investor willgive to itsTrusted 
Agent. In order to avoid exposing itself to unknown market riskswith respect to the distributed assets, a 
prudent investor will be compelled to maintain a standing instruction to sellor completelyhedge against 
the distributed assets.85 

Tax Analysis. When a corporation distributes property in kind to a shareholder and the 
shareholdershortly thereafter sellsor otherwise disposesof the property, there is a question as to 
whether the sale shouldbe treated, for tax purposes, asa sale bythe corporation (followed by a 
distribution of cashto the shareholder), or should be respectedas a sale by the shareholder. The 
seminal case isCommissioner v. Court Holding Co., 324U.S. 331 (1945), inwhich the Supreme Court 
treated a corporation's distribution of assets in liquidation, followed by a shareholder's pre-planned sale 
of the assets, asa sale bythe corporation. Thedecisions inCourt Holdings andother cases applying this 
principle havefocused on factors such asthe corporation's involvement in negotiating and planning the 
sale of distributed assets, the regularity of purchases and sales bythe corporation of similar assets, the 

84 See Filing at page 27. 

The discussion below refers to animmediate sale of distributed assets. Acomplete hedge would likely betreated asthe 
equivalent ofa sale under IRC Section 1259 orsubstance overform principles. 
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existence of a tax avoidance motive, the lack of a business purpose and the expectation of immediate 
sale by the shareholder.86 

A number of factors present in the Proposal could lead the IRS to re-characterize the Funds' in-
kind distributions as sales by the Funds, which would eliminate the tax benefit under IRC Section 
852(b)(6). Not only is an immediate sale of the distributed securities expected, it is arguably a foregone 
conclusion due to the blind nature of the Confidential Account arrangement and the redeeming 
shareholder's complete ignorance regardingwhat securities are distributed. While in form a redeeming 
shareholder would instruct the Trusted Agent as to the disposition of the distributed assets, in 
substance the shareholder would exercise little meaningful choice. Given the Trusted Agent's joint 
duties to the Fund and to the shareholder whose Confidential Account the Trusted Agent oversees, the 
distribution and sale would be tantamount to a direct sale by the Fund. 

In addition, there is a clear tax benefit to a Fund of using in-kind redemptions to remove low-
basis holdings from the Fund's portfolio, which benefit the Filing and Exemptive Application promote. 
Further,to the extent Anderson's requirement of at least some involvement in the sale by the 
distributing corporation were to apply, factors supportinga Fund's "participation in a significant 
manner" in the sale of the distributed securities by a redeeming shareholder would include the role of 
the Fund and its agents in selecting the banks, trust companies and/or broker-dealers that are eligibleto 
serve as Trusted Agents, and the ongoing contractual relationship that exists between the Fund and 
eachTrusted Agent. The entire Confidential AccountandTrusted Agent arrangement is constructed by 
the Fund for itsown benefit, and redeemingshareholders have no choiceother than to redeem through 
the specified arrangement. 

Conclusion and Recommendations. There is a significant risk that the Funds' in-kind distributions 
of securitieswillbe re-characterized for federal incometax purposes as a sale of the securities by the 
Fund followed by a distribution of cash,thereby negating the normal tax advantages to a RIC of 
redeeming in kind. Even ifthe tax treatment of the Funds' in-kind redemptions were to be challenged 
by the IRS and ultimately upheld, there isa highlikelihood that the Funds would liquidateor seek to 
restructure such that they would no longeroperate in accordancewith the Proposal. 

Given the importance of tax efficiency to the Proposal's claimed investorbenefitsandthe strong 
possibility that the Funds' asserted tax benefitswill be denied, this risk cannot be adequately addressed 
through disclosure alone. The IRS has in place a process through which a taxpayer taking a tax position 
can requesta ruling (Private Letter Ruling) that the position wouldnot be subjectto challenge. 
Although, to my knowledge, no ETF has previously requested a Private LetterRuling addressing the 
appropriate tax treatment of in-kind redemptions, it should be a condition forapproval of the Proposal 
that the Applicants receive, prior to the launch of any Fund, a Private LetterRuling from the IRS 
affirming the proposed tax treatment of the Funds' in-kind distributions. 

See, for example, Anderson v.Commissioner, 92T.C. 138 (1989), where the Tax Court required someevidence of involvement 
by the distributing corporation in the saleof publicly tradedstock distributed to a shareholder to re-characterize the 
transaction. Becausethe assets distributed were not inventoryor similar to inventory, the court held that it would not re 
characterize the transaction asa sale bythe corporation without a finding that the corporation had "participation ina 
significant manner" inthe shareholder's sale of the distributed assets bynegotiation, prior agreement, post-distribution 
activities or otherwise. 
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The IRS has in the past issued favorable Private Letter Rulings on proposed distributions of 
appreciated property bya RIC,87 butwith conditions and undercircumstances quitedifferent from the 
Proposal. Based on past precedent, it appears unlikely that the IRS would be willing to grant a Private 
Letter Ruling assenting to the proposed tax treatment of the Funds' in-kind distributions. If the IRS will 
not grant a favorable Private Letter Ruling, the Proposal should not be permitted to move forward. 

Order Cut-off Times for Creation Unit Transactions 

A central element of the Applicants' First Proposal was maintaining Order Cut-Off Times for 
Fund creations and redemptions on a given Business Day that would be prior to the close of market 
trading on that day. The current Proposal is ambiguous in this regard. While the Exemptive Application 
and Filing each state that "orders to purchase Creation Units... must be received ... no later than the 
scheduled closing timeofthe regular trading session onthe NYSE,"88 the Filing also provides that the 
"Order Cut-off Time for a Fund... may be prior to the Valuation Time if the Board determines that an 
earlierOrderCut-off Time... is necessary and isinthe best interestsof Fund shareholders."89 

On its face, the imposition of early Order Cut-off Times for redemptions of Fund shares violates 
the prohibition set forth in Section 22(e) of the 1940 Actagainst a registered investment company 
suspending the right of redemption of any redeemable security and the requirement of Rule 22c-1 
under the 1940 Act that shareholders in open-end funds receive the NAV next computed after their 
redemption request. Mandatory early Order Cut-offTimesfor direct purchases and redemptions of 
Fund shares also raise ExchangeAct issues due to the potential impact on secondary market trading 
after the designated Order Cut-off Time. 

To my knowledge, the Commission has not previously granted similar relief to any other ETF or 
mutual fund seeking to suspend redemption rights in its shares for a portion of each Business Day. Asa 
condition for approval of the Proposal, the Funds should be required to establish and maintain Order 
Cut-off Times consistent with the requirements for other ETFs and mutual funds. 

Broker-Dealer Compliance Issues 

As suggested by the Commission staffin the Order,90 the proposed trading ofsecurities by 
Authorized Participants and Non-Authorized Participant Market Makers on a blind basis through 
Confidential Accounts raises questions about participating broker-dealers abilityto meet their ongoing 
compliance obligations. 

Rule 15c3-l. Broker-dealers are required by Rule 15c3-l under the Exchange Actto maintain at 
leasta prescribed minimum amount of net capital at all times, including throughout each Business Day 
on a "moment-to-moment" basis. Incomputing net capital,the securities positions held by broker

87 See, e.g., PLR 200536003 (Sept. 9,2005). 

See Exemptive Application at page 16 and Filing at page 24. 

SeeFiling at page24 (addressing purchases of Creation Units) and page 26(addressing Creation Unit redemptions). 

90 See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 34-77845; File No. SR-NYSEArca-2016-08 (May 17,2016) at page 19. 
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dealers are subject to "haircuts" set forth in Rule 15c3-l(c)(2)(vi). Specified haircut percentages range 
from 0% to 100%, depending on the security type and maturity: 

Government securities: 0% - 6% 

Municipal securities: 0% - 7% 
Money market funds: 2% - 9% 
Commercial paper, bankers' acceptances, certificates of deposit: 0% - 6% 
Other nonconvertible debt securities: 2% - 9% 

Convertible debt securities: 2% -15% 

Preferred stock: 10% 

All other securities, including equities: 15% 
Securities with a limited market: 15% - 40% 

Securities for which there is no ready market: 100% 

To compute its net capital on a continuous intraday basis, a broker-dealer must be able to 
determine both the value of each securities position held and the appropriate haircut for the position 
pursuit to Rule 15c3-l(c)(2)(vi). The Funds propose to address this by disclosing daily on their website 
"the maximum Securities Haircut applicable to the securities in a Creation Basket, as determined under 
Rule 15c3-l."91 

While disclosure of the maximum haircut applicable to Creation Basket instruments would be of 
some value to the Funds' Authorized Participants and Non-Authorized Participant Market Makers, the 
Funds' proposed remedy would not necessarily allow them to fully recognizethe value of securities they 
hold through Confidential Accounts92 as part of their net worth inmeeting broker-dealer capital 
requirements. 

One of the most precious assets of any broker-dealer is its regulatory capital. Broker-dealers 
only expend regulatory capital when they expect to be rewardedcommensurately. The fact that 
positions in underlying Fund portfolio securities held by Authorized Participants and Non-Authorized 
Participant Market Makers through ConfidentialAccounts may not receive their full value for purposes 
of meeting broker-dealer net capital requirements means that the Funds may be less efficient 
consumers of regulatory capital than conventional ETFs. Ifso, the Funds should be expected to trade at 
wider bid-ask spreads and more variable premiums/discountsto compensate for the added capital 
costs. 

Rule 17a-3and Rule 17a-4. Pursuantto Rule17a-3 under the Exchange Act, broker-dealers are 
requiredto maintainspecified books and records, including: (a) blotters (or other recordsof original 
entry) containingan itemized daily record of all purchases, sales, receipts and deliveriesof securities 
showingthe account forwhich eachsuchtransaction was effected, the name and amount of securities, 
the unitandaggregate purchase orsale price, the tradedate, andthe nameor other designation of the 
person fromwhom purchased or received or to whom soldor delivered; (b) ledgeraccounts(orother 
records) of each cash and margin accountof every customerand of the broker-dealer, including all 

91 See footnote 11 onpage 12 oftheFiling. 
Disclosing the maximum applicable haircut wouldpermit Authorized Participants and Non-Authorized Participant Market 
Makers to fully recognize the valueof securities they holdthrough Confidential Accounts only if all suchsecurities aresubject 
to the same haircut. 
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purchases, sales, receipts and deliveries of securities and commodities for such account and all other 
debits and credits to such account; (c) a securities record or ledger reflecting separately for each security 
as of the clearance dates all long or short positions carried by the broker-dealer for its account or for the 
account of its customers showing the location of the positions and the name or designation of the 
account in which each position is carried; (d) a memorandum of each purchase and sale for the account 
of the broker-dealer showing the price and, to the extent feasible, the time of execution; and (e) record 
of all puts, calls, spreads, straddles and other options in which such broker-dealer has any direct or 
indirect interest. Rule 17a-4 under the Exchange Act sets forth the retention requirements for the 
broker-dealer information specified in Rule 17a-3. 

Forthe Funds, the trading of securities by Authorized Participants and Non-Authorized 
Participant Market Makers through Confidential Accounts will, at a minimum, complicate their 
compliance with the broker-dealer books and recordkeeping requirements under Rule 17a-3 and Rule 
17a-4. If customer books and recordkeeping compliance duties are included among the responsibilities 
of a Trusted Agent under the Confidential Account agreement. Authorized Participants and Non-
Authorized Participant Market Makers may be able to use the Trusted Agent responsible for their 
account to satisfy the Rule 17a-3 and Rule 17a-4 requirements. Care must be taken to ensure that the 
requirements are satisfied in a manner that avoids disclosing any confidential Fund information to the 
ConfidentialAccount holder. The added complications,costs and risksof ensuring compliance by 
Authorized Participantsand Non-Authorized Participant Market Makers with the requirements under 
Rule 17a-3 and Rule 17a-4 without disclosure to them of confidential Fund information will contribute 

incrementally to the Fundstrading less efficiently than fully transparent ETFs. 

As a condition for approval, the Applicants should be requiredto specify how they expect 
Authorized Participants and Non-Authorized Participant Market Makersto satisfy the Rule 17a-3and 
Rule17a-4books and recordsrequirements forsecuritiestraded on their behalf through Confidential 
Accounts, while ensuring that no confidential Fund information is disclosed to them in connection with 
meeting these requirements. 

FINRA Rules 2241 and 2242. Not mentioned in the Order but raisingsimilar issues are the FINRA 
rules applicableto investment research published by broker-dealers. Under FINRA Rules 2241 and 2242, 
broker-dealers publishing research reports are required to disclose in each report whether, at the time 
of publication or distribution of the reports: (a) the broker-dealer or its affiliates beneficially own 1% or 
more of any class of common equity securities of the subjectcompany(Rule 2241); and (b) the broker
dealertrades or may trade as principal in the debt securities(or in related derivatives) that are the 
subject of a debt research report (Rule 2242). 

For the Funds, compliancewith the FINRA research ruleswould appear to requirethe research 
departments of broker-dealers acting asAuthorized Participants or Non-Authorized Participant Market 
Makers and holding securities positions through a Confidential Account to know the specific positions 
held in the account. How this could be accomplished withoutcompromising the confidentiality of a 
Fund's portfolio holdings is unclear. 

As a condition for approval, the Applicantsshould be required to specify how they expect 
broker-dealers publishing investment research reports to satisfy the requirements of FINRA Rules 2241 
and 2242 with respect to securities they may holdthrough a Confidential Account in connection with 
serving as an Authorized Participantor Non-Authorized ParticipantMarket Maker for one or more 
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Funds, while ensuring that no confidential Fund information is disclosed to them in connection with 
meeting these requirements. 

FINRA Rule 5320. Also not mentioned in the Order but, again, raising similar issues is the FINRA 
rule prohibiting a FINRA member from trading ahead of customer orders. FINRA Rule 5320 provides 
that a FINRA member that accepts and holds an order in an equity security from its own customer or a 
customer of another broker-dealer without immediately executing the order is prohibited from trading 
that security on the same side of the market for its own account at a price that would satisfy the 
customer order, unless it immediately thereafter executes the customer order up to the size and at the 
same or better price at which it traded for its own account. 

Forthe Funds, compliance with FINRA Rule 5320 would appear to be problematic for any FINRA-
member broker-dealer acting as a Fund Authorized Participant or Non-Authorized Participant Market 
Maker that trades equity securities through its Confidential Account. Compliance would appear to 
require the broker-dealer to have visibility into the trades being executed in its Confidential Account on 
a real-time basis. Without knowing the exact time and identity of the equity trades made on its behalf 
through its Confidential Account, a Fund Authorized Participant or Non-Authorized Participant Market 
Maker could not assure compliance. Accordingly, FINRA Rule 5320 appears to raise irresolvable conflicts 
for any Fund Authorized Participant or Non-Authorized Participant Market Maker that is a FINRA 
member and accepts and holds customer orders in equity securities that are not immediately executed. 

As a condition for approval, the Applicants should be required to specify how they expect 
broker-dealers to comply with FINRA Rule 5320 with respect to equity securities for which they execute 
customer ordersand may also buy and sellthrough a Confidential Account inconnection with servingas 
an Authorized Participant or Non-Authorized Participant Market Maker for one or more Funds, while 
ensuring that no confidential Fund information is disclosedto them in connection with meeting these 
requirements. 

Scope of Proposal 

For the reasons discussed previously in this letter, Ibelieve the Proposal should not be 
approved. If approved, however, the Funds' permitted investments should be limited as described in 
this section. 

The Filing covers three initial Funds that would invest primarily in U.S. small-cap stocks with 
market capitalizations of $3 billion orless.93 All exchange-listed equity securities, including shares of 
other ETFs, in which the Funds may invest would be listed and traded on U.S. national securities 
exchanges.94 In addition to U.S.-listed securities, Fund investments may include repurchase agreements, 
cashand cashequivalents, and investments in money market funds and other investment companies. 
Upto 15%of a Fund's net assets may be illiquid assets. The Funds would not be permitted to invest in 
futures, forwards, swaps or leveraged ETFs, or to use investments for leverage purposes. 

93	 See Registration Statement atpages 2-9. The Exemptive Application and Registration Statement provide for an additional 
five series of the Trustthat would investprimarily inlongandshort positions in equity securities of various descriptions. 

94	 
See Filing at page17. Inthe Exemptive Application (at page6),Applicants request that the exemptive reliefapplyto future 
funds that investprimarily (rather than exclusively) in U.S.-listed equitysecurities. 
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In the Applicants' First Proposal,the Applicants asserted that "the nature of the markets in the 
component securities... will be primarily determinant of premiums ordiscounts"95 and notedthat "the 
large and medium capitalization exchange traded equity securities in which the Funds plan to invest will 
generally be highly liquid and actively traded."96 Further, "because a Fund will generally invest in large 
and medium capitalization equity securities that are highly liquid and have pricing information readily 
available in the marketplace, the Fund is able to provide shareholders a reliable [IIV] calculation and 
therefore, aneffective hedging mechanism."97 

Although the current Proposal differs from the Applicants' First Proposal in a number of 
respects, it remains the case that the liquidity and level of trading activity in a Fund's underlying 
holdings will be a primary determinant of the Fund's trading efficiency. In evaluating the Funds' 
proposed investments and comparing them to the Applicants' prior statements, there are notable 
inconsistencies. Most obviously, introducing Funds focused on investing in small-cap stocks as the initial 
embodiment of a new type of ETF whose trading efficiency is understood to depend critically on the 
liquidity of the underlying holdings is particularly inadvisable. Moreover, the Funds' proposed ability to 
invest up to 15% in illiquid assets is clearly inconsistent with the need for continuous active trading in 
the Fund's underlying investments throughout the Exchange's Core Trading Session to maintain efficient 
trading in Fund shares. 

In addition, although the Funds' permissible ETF investments are proposed to be limited to U.S.
listed ETFs, the only stated restriction on the types of U.S.-listed ETFs a Fund could hold is a prohibition 
against investing in leveraged ETFs. The Petajisto Study and the attached Exhibits to this letter show 
that the prices at which investors buy or sell shares of existing ETFs often vary significantly from the 
current value of the ETF's portfolio. Not surprisingly, the difference is frequently greatest for funds 
holding foreign equities and less-liquid fixed income instruments. Even though the initial Funds would 
not be permitted to invest in these instruments directly, they could hold them indirectly through 
positions in other ETFs. As the Petajisto Study, the attached Exhibits and other research demonstrate, 
ETF trading prices are often a relatively poor measure of underlying value. Because a Fund's VIIVs can 
only be as valid as the inputs used in their calculation,any Fund that owns positions in ETFs holding 
foreign equities and/or less-liquid fixed income instruments may be subject to significant mispricing. 

If the Proposal is approved, the permitted investments of Managed Portfolio Shares should be 
restricted. In particular, all Fundsoperating as Managed Portfolio Shares should: (a) be required to limit 
their equity investments to U.S.-listed stocks with market caps of $5 billion or greater (consistent with 
the general understanding of large-and medium-cap stocks); (b) be required to limit their ETF 
investments to U.S.-listed domestic equity ETFs; (c) not be permitted to invest in illiquid assets; and (d) 
not be permitted to hold short positions. 

95 See First Proposal Exemptive Application at page 25. 
9S<Wrfatpage21. 
"ibid. 
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Adequacy of Investor Information and Potentially Misleading Claims 

Access to VIIVs. The Proposal provides that VIIVs will be "widely disseminated by one or more 
major marketdata vendorseverysecond during the Exchange's Core Trading Session,"98 consistent with 
the current dissemination requirements for HVs of existing ETFs.99 Given the much greater importance 
of VIIVs to the Funds and their shareholders,it isessential that all Fund shareholders have ongoing 
access to current VIIVs. Information is rarely useful to an investor if the investor does not have ready, 
consistent and free access to it. It does most investors no good to have VIIVs disseminated every 
second, if they have to get a Bloomberg terminal to see them. It should be a requirement for approval 
of the Proposalthat each Fund's current VIIVs are provided at no charge on a public website and made 
available to the public no later than available to anyother market participant.100 

Website Information. The Proposal represents101 that the Funds will maintain a free public 
website through which a Fund's prospectus may be downloaded and including various Fund trading 
informationthat is updated daily, consistent with the current practices of existing ETFs. Giventhe 
heightened importance ofVIIVs for Fund investors and the likelihood that the Funds will trade at wider 
spreads and more variable premiums/discounts, some additional and different Fund trading information 
should be required as a condition for approval. In particular, the Commission should requirethe Funds 
to provide the following on their free public website: 

VIIVs 

a. Real-timeVIIVs updated continuouslythroughout the Exchange's Core Trading Session 
on each Business Day (as discussed above); 

b.	 Updated daily, complete intraday VIIV history forat leastthe twenty most recent 
tradingdays (allowing buyers and sellersof Fund shares to compare their executed 
prices to reported VIIVs at the time of their trade execution); 

c.	 Updated daily, prior Business Day's closing VIIV anda calculation showing the 
relationship of closing VIIV to NAV (allowing investors to evaluate the historical 
correspondence); and 

d.	 Updated daily, a chart and tables showing the frequency distribution and range of the 
closingVHV-to-NAV ratios for each calendarquarter over the life of the Fund. 

See Filingat page 5. 

Certain ETF sponsors provide real-time intraday fund values ontheir public website orsupport dissemination of intraday 
fund values through other public websites. 

Investor understanding of the trading coststhey pay to buyand sell Fund shares would be further enhanced byrequiring 
broker-dealers to include ontrade confirmations for transactions inFund shares the amount of trading costincurred In 
connection with the trade,measured asthe difference betweenthe price paid or received andthe Fund's VIIV at the time of 
trade execution. Asa further recommendation, theCommission should consider requiring thisfor the Funds. 

101 See Filing at page 31 and Exemptive Application at page 22. 
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Closing Price Premiums/Discounts102 
a.	 Updated daily, prior Business Day's closing market price and premium/discount 

(expressed as a percentage) based on the relationship of closing market price to NAV; 
and 

b.	 Updated daily, a chart showing the frequency distribution and range of daily closing 
price premiums/discounts (expressed as percentages) for each calendar quarter over 
the life of the Fund. 

Intradav Estimated Premiums/Discounts 

a.	 Updated daily, prior Business Day'saverage, minimum and maximum intraday 
estimated premiums/discounts (expressed as percentages) based on VIIVs and bid-ask 
midpoints at each VIIV publication time; and 

b.	 Updated daily, a chart showingthe frequency distribution and rangeof daily average, 
minimum and maximum intraday estimated premium/discounts (expressed as 
percentages) for each calendar quarter over the life of the Fund. 

Bid-Ask Spreads 

a.	 ETF issuers often stress using bid-askspreads to measure investor trading costs. At least 
one free website (ETF.com) publishes average spreads for ETFs traded in the United 
States. Free is fine; but, as explained at length in the Angel, Broms and Gastineau 
Paper, the bid-asked spread for an ETF is not a useful guide to estimating the cost of 
trading the ETF's shares. The cost of trading an ETF is the difference between the 
transaction price and the then-current value of the Fund's net assets; and 

b.	 If ETF.com isgoingto publish bid-ask spreads for everyone, there is little reason to 
require each Fund to provide similardata. In the long run, dialog on the uselessness of 
ETF bid-ask spread data might leadto changesin order management practices that will 
reduce investor costs to trade ETFs. 

Fund Market Exposure and Leverage 

a.	 Updated daily, prior Business Day's net long orshortequity marketexposure, expressed 
as a percentage of Fund net assets; and 

b.	 Updated daily, a chart showing the frequency distribution and range of the Fund's daily 
net market exposure percentages for each calendar quarter over the life of the Fund. 

Asdiscussed inthe Angel, Broms and Gastineau Paper, disclosures of historical closing premiums/discounts areoften based 
onthe midpoint of theclosing bid-ask spread, rather than theclosing price. While asignificant percentage ofan ETF's daily 
trading volume frequently takesplace atthe official market closing price, little ornotrading likely takes place at the closing 
bid-ask midpoint. Using closing bid-ask midpoints to calculate anETF's reported premiums/discounts notonly reflects the 
actual experience of few, ifany, ETF investors, butalso likely understates the actual trading costs of many ETF investors. 
Retail Investors accessing market liquidity almost invariably buy shares onthe (higher) offer side of thebid-ask midpoint 
and sellshareson the (lower) bid side of the midpoint. 
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Purchase and Redemption Transaction Fees 

a.	 Updated daily, Transaction Fees currently applicable to direct purchases and 
redemptions of Fund shares; and 

b.	 Updated daily, a chart showing the frequency distribution and range of Transaction Fees 
applicable to direct purchases and redemptions of Fund shares for each calendar 
quarter over the life of the Fund. 

Website disclosure of Transaction Fees currently in effect would improve the transparency of 
Fund costs and help investors assess the reasonableness of the premiums/discounts at which they buy 
and sell Fund shares. Any market participant that seeks to engage in arbitrage trading needs access to 
current Fund Transaction Fees. 

Fund Claims. The Applicants represent103 that the Funds' structure and methodof operation will 
offer significant investor benefits relating to cost and tax efficiency, Fund trading confidentiality and 
shareholder trading costs. As detailed above, this analysis concludes that the Proposal, like its 
predecessors, has a number of serious flaws that undermine the claimed benefits and recommend 

against approval. If,contrary to this letter's recommendation, the Commission permits the Proposalto 
move forward, it should be a condition for approval that the Funds' Registration Statement and 
marketing and advertising materials should not be permitted to represent that: 

a.	 the Funds are more cost efficient or lower cost than mutual funds (unless substantiated by 
Fund expense ratios that are below the average of mutual funds with similar investment 
practices and comparable distribution and service fee {i.e., 12b-l) structures); 

b.	 the Funds are more tax efficient than mutual funds (unless Funds receive a Private Letter 
Rulingaffirming the asserted tax treatment of the Funds' in-kind distributions); 

c.	 the Fund shares will not trade on the secondary market at large discounts or premiums to 
NAV (until documented by actualtradingexperience through a range of market conditions 
to show that the average premium/discount of Fund shares as measured based on the 
absolute value of the difference between daily closing market price and NAV is less than 
0.25%); and 

d.	 the Funds provide protectionagainstfront running and free riding (untilthe Funds have 
instituted and demonstrated the effectiveness of policies to ensure that Fund holdings 
cannot be reverse engineered and that confidential Fund data disseminated to Confidential 
Account service providers is adequately secured). 

Conclusion 

Asstated above, Iconclude that the Proposal is deeply, fundamentally and fatally flawed and 
shouldnot be approved. Amongthe principal reasons are: (a) the proposed selective disclosure of 
confidentialFund holdings information to Trusted Agents fortradingon behalfof Confidential Account 
holders inviolation of federal securities law; (b)the unreliability of the Funds' proposed method for 

See Exemptive Application at page 6. 
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ensuring secondary market trading efficiency and the likelihood that Fund shares will trade at 
significantlywider bid-ask spreads and/or more variable premiums/discounts than existing ETFs that 
themselves demonstrate trading deficiencies; (c) the likelihood that the Funds' trading performance will 
be especially poor during periods of market stress and volatility; (d) concerns that the security of 
confidential Fund information disseminated to Trusted Agents and other Confidential Account service 
providers cannot be assured; (e) the potentially significant added Fund costs and risks in connection 
with the calculation, verification and dissemination of VIIVs and associated Fund warranties; (f) the 
potential for frequent trading halts in Fund shares; (g) the likely incidence of erroneous Fund share 
trades and the absence of an Exchange programto detect and appropriately remediate erroneous 
trades; (h) the potential for reverse engineering of a Fund's portfolio holdingsthrough analysisofVIIVs 
and other Fund information; (i)the significant risk that the IRS will deny the purported tax benefits of 
the Funds' distinctive in-kind redemption program; and (j) the costs, risksand uncertainties of broker
dealersservingas Authorized Participants and Non-Authorized Participant Market Makersmeeting their 
compliance obligations with respect to securitiestraded on their behalf through Confidential Accounts. 
In consideration of these factors, he Proposal falls far short of meeting the statutory standard that 
approval is necessary or appropriate in the public interest and consistent with the protection of 
investors. 

Shouldthe Proposal move forward, its scope should be reduced by: (a) restricting the permitted 
investments of Managed Portfolio Sharesto include only U.S.-listed large-cap and mid-capstocks, U.S.
listed domestic equity ETFs and cash instruments; and (b) not permitting Managed Portfolio Sharesto 
hold illiquid assets or to enter into short positions. Further, should the Proposal move forward, the 
information provided to investors should be expanded to include: (a) real-time dissemination of Fund 
VIIVs on a free public website, updatedcontinuously throughout the Exchange's Core Trading Session 
each Business Day; and (b) daily updatedstatistics on the Funds' website showing historical VIIVs, 
closing price/NAV ratios, VIIV/NAV ratios, intraday price/VIIV ratios, net long andshort market 
exposures, and Transaction Fees applicable to direct purchases and redemptions of Fund shares. In 
addition, claims regarding Fund cost andtax efficiency, the Fund shares'trading performance and the 
Funds' protection against front running and free riding should not be permitted until substantiated. 

In closing, Iwish to thank the Commissioners and staff of the SECfor consideration of the views and 

information presented in this letter. 

Sincerely, 

Gary L. Gastineau
 

President, ETF Consultants.com, inc.
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Exhibit 1-1: Measures of ETF Investor Trading Costs: 2016 
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Exhibit 1-2: Measures of ETF Investor Trading Costs: 2015 

Source: Morningstar, Inc.AETF means actively-managed ETF; IETF means index ETF. 
EW means weighting all funds equally; AW means weighting funds bynetassets; VW means weighting funds bydollar trading volume. 
Note: Excludes ETNs, non-equitv, leveraged, Inverse, andinverse leveraged ETFs aswell aspremium/discount observations greater than20% for included funds. 



Exhibit 1-3: Measures of ETF Investor Trading Costs: 2014 
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Exhibit 1-4: Measures of ETF Investor Trading Costs: 2013 

Source: Morningstar, Inc. AETFmeans actively-managed ETF; IETF means index ETF. 
EW meansweighting allfundsequally; AWmeansweighting fundsby net assets; VWmeansweighting fundsbydollar trading volume. 
Note: Excludes ETNs, non-equtty, leveraged, inverse, andinverse leveraged ETFs aswell aspremium/discount observations greater than20% forincluded funds. 



Exhibit 1-5: Measures of ETF Investor Trading Costs: 2012 
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Exhibit 1-6: Measures of ETFInvestor Trading Costs: 2011 
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Exhibit 1-7: Measures of ETF Investor Trading Costs: 2010 
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Exhibit 1-8: Measures of ETF Investor Trading Costs: 2009 
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Source: Morningstar, Inc.AETF meansactively-managed ETF; IETF means Index ETF. 
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Note: Excludes ETNs, non-equity, leveraged, inverse, andinverse leveraged ETFs aswellaspremium/discount observations greater than20% forincluded funds. 



Exhibit 1-9: Measures of ETF Investor Trading Costs: 2008 

Source:Morningstar, Inc.AETF means actively-managed ETF; IETF means index ETF. 
EW means weighting all funds equally; AWmeans weighting funds bynetassets; VWmeans weighting funds bydollar trading volume. 
Note: Excludes ETNs, non-equity, leveraged, Inverse, andinverse leveraged ETFs aswell aspremium/discount observations greater than20% for Included funds. 



Exhibit 2-1:Comparison of Active ETF (AETF) vs Index ETF (IETF) TradingCosts.Asset-Weighted (AW)within overlappingfund categories. 
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C«—M«aa MMMM MMaJi Commodities Industrial Metal 
CornfliunJ—ctior— Communications 

Consumer Cvdlcil Consumer Cyclical 
Comumar Defensive Consumer Defensive 
Cnoiv Uodtad PnttMfiM9 0.22 035 033 037 Enem UmJtedPast_____ 0-2 0-4 0-5 037 

EwByEnem 0.19 0.11 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.09 EquityEnergy 0.12 0.03 0j04 0X3 0X11 OJB 
Equttv Prtdous Mo—It Equttv Precious Metals 
Financial 0.50 1-4 1.02 Financial 0.63 2.24 1.44 
Hearth 0.29 032 031 037 Health 042 047 0.78 036 
imtustrbb Industrials 

MhceHane—_ Sector 0.10 0.02 0.00 0.05 0.09 0.05 Miscellaneous Sector 0.21 0.12 006 0.15 0.28 0.16 
Natural Resources Natural Resources 
Real Estate 4.96 1.72 030 0.23 0.20 0.15 0.14 0.23 0.22 0.91 Real Estate 5.09 3.02 048 049 031 0_2 0.22 038 031 L17 

Fechno—tv 0-6 1X11 038 0-9 033 031 Tedtnolegy, Oil 131 0.60 043 033 0.78 
UtOUes 0.1S 0.20 0.19 Ut-ties 0-4 030 0-7 

tmnummmmt3xm! ira^sffi^S-SJD-BffisrjOTiSrj^^ ffiO_0 \nmovmaiALzaumtsxrxi i_a--__2-s_^.i--aR-_sMi3iMm sawn 
China Ration 4.15 0.07 0.04 031 0-7 China Region -0.10 0-9 030 043 0J8 
Ofctnfflad traoHns Kttt 0.10 0.1C Dhrenffied Emerging Mku 4_C 4-1 
W«—lifted P__WAi_ 03S 0.35 Olversffled Pacific/Asia 0.26 0.26 
Europe Stock 0.31 0.31 Europe Stock 0.11 0.11 

Foreign lane Blend 043 033 0.09 0.14 036 033 032 Foreign large Blend 0.68 038 0.16 0.17 044 036 037 
Foreign line Growth -0-4 -0-7 -0.06 0.02 0.10 0.10 0.06 -oca Fwcuit large Growth 4.28 -030 -0-2 0.18 0.10 0.13 0.21 0X11 
Foreign —vieValue 0.06 OjOS 0.12 0X8 Foreign Urge Value -0.01 -0-1 0.09 0.02 
FwtHo SraalVMM atari Foreten Small/Mid Blend 
Fort*, Smtll/M- Vabti 0.13 0.19 0.11 0.14 Foreign Small/Mid Value 4.10 -0.09 0.02 4.06 

Global Real Estate 0.000-3 4-4 Global Real Estate 0-7 001 004 
India Eouttv India Equity_ 
lapan Stock Japan Stock 
Latin America Stock Latm America Stock 
Misceuaneous Re-oa 0.17 0.17 Miscellaneous Region 0.06 0.06 
p_tfW~-c»-pt,tSik Padflc/Asla ex-laoan Stk 
World Stock -0-20 -0.03 0.05 0.05 -0-6 -005 0.22 -0.01 World Stock 4.18 0.02 0.17 0.20 4-3 405 034 0-7 

Source: Mormnts-r, Inc. AETFmoans actively-—aneged ETF;IETFmeans utdei ETF. 
AWmeansweightingfundsby net assets; VW means weightingfunds by dollartradingvolume. 
Note: Excludes ETNs, non-equity, leveraged. Inverse, andInverse leveraged ETFs aswellaspremium/discount observations greaterthan 20%forIncluded funds. 



Exhibit2-2:Comparisonof Active ETF (AETF) vs Index ETF (IETF) TradingCosts.Volume-Weighted (VW) within ovorlapping fund categories. 
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tammuimmmmmm t^l'.l.^^^,v.JB^A'.^ri.i^irt^^,,'.l#».t^m-i.^;^.fi^a•.t^•lKKf,k•^!HM,vM uiBomrmtMsniowm _sai-l w&w^B3xriVB.T7M?wm£!XinmsB<zemtps?'j<*33 ,£__» 
large Blend 1X0 032 032 0.70 0-5 0-4 0.21 0.23 0.14 045 large Blend 1.67 0.79 136 0.97 0-6 032 032 039 0.15 0X9 

largeGrowth 1.15 0.60 047 041 136 0.57 0.37 0.11 0.15 0.58 Large Growth 137 036 0.73 0.71 1.27 033 0.60 0.14 0.16 0.76 
largeValue 0.69 0.76 0.47 0.31 0.21 0.19 0.22 0.16 038 large Value 1.11 144 0.70 045 0.43 0.29 032 0.21 032 

Mid-Can Bland 040 027 0.11 0.13 0.09 0.09 0.18 Mid-Cap Blend 039 044 0.12 0.12 0.10 OXS 024 

MM-Cao Growth 135 036 0.65 044 039 0.27 0.05 033 MkK_p Growth 139 038 1X3 0.75 0-3 036 0-6 0.76 

Mid-Cap Value 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.08 Mid-Cap Value 0X7 0-8 0.11 0.08 0X8 

Small Btend 0.21 0.19 0.28 0.21 0.22 Small Blend 0-7 0-5 039 0.27 0.29 

Sm»0 Growth 032 032 Small Growth 037 037 

SmaBValue small Value 

-SHWrsTSBCrO-KSSJiW ft_ajfBm----aBMit^ftra;3^^ ifflosa wmm$m°»s!if!sim emum^m^isum^issmmammimmmwm^mmssmti mam 
Commodities Industrial Metal 

Commurtlcillum Cflirununlcat—ns 

Consumer Cyclical ConsumerCyci—
Consumer Defensive Consumer Defensive 
Cmccv Umftctf Partnership 035 033 044 Energylimited Partnership 0-4 035 045 

Equity Energy 0-0 0.12 0-9 OXS 0X6 0.10 Eq—ty Energy 0.14 0X4 0X6 0X1 0.02 0X5 
Equity Pre—)us MetaIs Equity Precious Metals 
Financial 032 136 1.04 Financial 0.65 2.26 146 

Ktalth 0.29 032 030 037 Health 042 046 0.77 035 
tndustriaIs Industrials 

•Msceltaneous sector 0X6 4-9 -0.03 4X12 0.03 4-2 Miscellaneous Sector 0.14 4X12 4-4 0X6 0-0 0X7 
Natural Resources Natural Resources 

Real Estate 430 1.71 030 0.24 0.20 0.15 0.13 0.23 0.22 030 Real Estate SXO 3X<1 046 049 030 0-2 0_2 038 0-8 1.15 

technology 036 1j02 038 0.29 032 031 Techno(egy, 031 132 038 044 033 0.77 
UtDUes 0.19 0.20 0.20 Utilities 0-5 030 0.27 

_n»—el—W—ECUIVSSsttB _g^ffitf5_£Si30a_S-M_0_i__^^ -MUM IWl_nWl_rWEiciuTTrH!s E_!:^__e]S!'i,tk_»IJSS__K5i^^ -MB-
China Reg—n 4.17 003 4-2 0_S 0X12 China Region 4.12 0X4 0.21 034 0.12 
Olvx-lrttro-itallWttt 0-4 0.04 Diversified Emerging Mkts 430 430 
DtoiniatdPtcflk/Al 037 037 Diversified Padflc/Asla 030 030 
Europe Stock 030 030 Europe Stock an an 
Foreign-me Blend 042 033 0X4 0.10 0-9 048 (L27 Foreign—ree Blend 039 039 0X8 0.10 030 0.17 0-7 
Foreign Large Growth 4.24 4.26 4.06 0X0 0.10 0.09 0-7 4-4 Foreign Lane Growth 4.26 4.27 4.02 0-1 0.11 0.18 0.22 0X2 

Foreign Large Value 0.16 OXS 0.11 0.11 Foreign Urge Value 0.14 0X3 0X8 0X8 
Ftttto) Sm_VM- eke_ Foreign Sm_VMId Blend 
rentcoSma/MMV-ae 013 0.19 0.11 0.14 Foreign SmaVMId Value 4.09 4.10 0X1 4X6 

Global Real Estate 0.03 4.05 4-1 Global Real Estate 0X3 0X0 0.04 

India Equity India Equity 
lapan Stock lapan Stock 
Latin America Stock Latin America Stock 

Miscellaneous Helton 0.13 0.13 MtsccQaneout Region 0.01 0X1 
ftdtk/Ai- etjiatn stk Padflc/As— efrlapan Stk 
Woridstock 4.19 -0.06 O.CS 0X11 4-4 4X5 OJl 401 World Stock 4.1B 0X4 0.19 0.13 4X1 4X5 033 0X6 

Sourcer. Monungstv, Inc. AETFmeans acuvery-managed ETF;IETF means IndeaETF. 
AW meansweighting funds by net assets; VW means weighting funds by dollartradingvolume. 
Note:Excludes ETNs, non-equity,leveraged,inverse,and inverseleveragedETFs aswell as premium/discountobservationsgreaterthan 20* for Included funds. 


